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The editors are unable to visit
either of our parents in St. Jos-
eph, Mo., or in Clarksdale, Mils.,
this year. but if the trip north-
ward turned up any weather like
it did last Christmas eve, . we
would forgo it anyhow.
We suggest that if you are
heading North for the holidays,
be sure to check on the condition
of the highways; Fulton's Decem-
ber thundershowers and balmy
breezes in the high 50's certain-
ly do not indicate the weather 100
miles northward. Last Christmas
eve we left in a blinding rain-
storm on the 550-mile St. Joe
trip, ran into ice at Chester, Ill.,
snow at St. Louis and ploughed
through 19 hours of blizzard
(without chains) in getting there.
And all because the weather look-
ed "ok" at Fulton!
The editors of LIFE magazine
have sent us an advance reprint
of a section of their December
26th issue, which contains a 10-
--sge article on life with the
Kentucky mountaineers way over
in Leslie County. The article is
titled "The Fruitful Mountain-
eers". and goes on to talk about
the big families over th.at way.
Now we'll admit they ,Wi„ve dis-
covered sorne good-sized- families
over there, but down in yeakley
County, Tenn., we are tad, there
is a certain family of some 23
children . . . . and that's only a
few shy of the world's known re-
cord. We have never had the op-
portunity of meeting "Doc" to
verify this information, but
when we do, we'll write a good
story about them.
While we are mentioning
Weakley County, reported to be
their grand jury is inve,stigating
the County's "meanest thief,"
who chopped down all 29 of the
pine seedlings set out there years
ago by the Beech Springs church
and evidently hauled them away
for Christmas sale.
That story prods our guilty
conscience to recall another: Just
four years ago we were with the
U. S. Army in the Philippine Is-
lands just outside Manila, and
our outfit was bound and deter-
mined to have its Christmas tree,
despite the fact that this •variety
was not native to that semi-trop-
ical section.
We sent out a truck through
the countryside to locate some-
thing resembling one, and they
dfd. Around midnight on Decom-
ber 23 we climbed up and toiped
off one of the eight remaining
(and closely guarded) pine trees
along a scenic drive south of
town, hurriedly stuffed it in the
big truck, covered it with canvas
and detoured all the constabulary
and MP check-points in getting
it back for a triumphant erection,





I am a little girl named Lana
Kay. I have been a good girl
cause my mama said I have. You
came to see me last year. I live in
the same house.
I want you to bring me a new
Sussie doll, also a dress and some
shoes for my old -Sussie. I want a
tricycle and anything else you
have for little girls.
Don't forget Tony Boy for he
is a sweet boy. Bring my cat
Mossy-Mossy a good warm bed.
My mama and dtddy have been
good too. Santa CFaus, I wish you
would bring everybody some
thing. I love you eighteen bush-
(Continued on Page Ten)
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residences for rat breeding and
living quarters.
"A rat cannot live without eat-
ing .... and if food is kept from
him, he will venish from the pre-
mises" the surveying team point-
ed out, in urging Rotarians to re-
quest some corrective measures
regarding garbage and filth
clean-up from the Fulton and
(Continued on Page Ten)
STORES OBSERVE
MONDAY HOLIDAY
Practically all firms-in Fulton
are expected to remaiu, clos
Monday in observance Christ--
mas day, a survey indicated this
week. The long holiday will fol-
low a busy week for Ftflton mer-
chants, in *Mich retail stores have
been open each night during
Christmas week.
The stores will be open tonight
(Friday) and Saturday evening.
JAMES CHOSEN PRESIDENT
Jim- James, 20, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George T. James, 214 2nd
Street, Fulton, Ky., was chosen
president of a newly organized so-
cial science fraternity at Murray
State College.
James, a junior, was recently
selected for listing in "Who's
Who in American Universities
and Colleges." He is taking an
area in social science at Murray
State.
CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICE
There will be a Christmas eve
service at 11:30 p. m. December
24th at the Trinity Episcopal
Church on Washington Street.
Joseph C. Williams from Paducah
will be lay reader in charge. The
public is cordially invited to at-
tend.
CHRISTMAS DANCE
The Veterans of Foreign Ware
will have a Christmas dance to-
night (Friday) at the Rainbow
room, beginning at 9 p
V
V
A survey of Fulton's rodent in- v
festation, being conducted by the V
Kentucky branch of the U. S. Pu- V
tine Health Service under the
local auspices of the Fulton Ro-
tary Club, has disclosed the fact V
that the rat infestation here is
"heavy," stated officals today . . .
and is. due almost entirely to the
apparent complete indifference V
to garbage and filth disposal and
storagc.:.
The survey has consisted of set-
ting unbaited traps in "rat-runs"
each day in various business and
residential sections to catch as
many alive as possible, picking
up the catch the following day
and taking it to Benton for a




THINGS MUST BE TOUGH V
VThe first day the rat-survey y
team placed 36 traps on the City i
dump. five were stolen: the sec- g
ond day the remaining 31 traps 4
were placed out, and 21 of those v
were stolen. Rotarians and Po- I v
lice Department both request re-
turn of the 26 traps when who- 0
ever took them is finished with i!
their personal trapping. • 11
• ••• *****
The fact tliat the local situation
can be termed "intolerable" may w
be gained from the fact that a w
=mai catch will run ID% of
traps set out; in 1 ciaily V
catches at the city ffump havt run V
close to 60%, and in Fulton and
South Fulton business and resi-





In this, our annual Christmas issue, we want to extend to
you our most sincere wishes fbr a Merry Christmas.
We deeply appreciate the kindnesses, the co-operation, the
friendly spirit and the excellent support that you, our advertis-
ers, our subscribers, and our commercial printing accounts-
have accorded us during this past year. We have, with your
support, been able to give you a bigger and better paper week
for week over last year . . . and our goal for next year is to
'Keep right on moving ahead; until we are publishing, in Fulton,
the outstanding newspaper in the State of Kentucky.
To our thirty-four community correspondents and other
lsecial columnists we also express our genuine appreciation
for your writings. Without your faithful news letters we could
not mirror the weekly life of this splendid Ken-Tenn area as
ve have been able to do.
THE FULTON NEWS
Paul Westpheling










tween 40% and 75% in some —
places. Mystery Surrounds Accident Of
The survey discloses that prac-
houses are using proper covered
tically no residences or business 0mar Pounds. Critically Injured
metal rat-proof containers to
Omar Pounds, night engineer ple injuries received when hestore garbage . ... and that con-
siderable other filth is permitted of the.Swift and. C. ompany lru. lthn was struck by an automobile a-
to accumulate behind stores and plant Ls in a csitical condition as
the News goes to press Thursday
afternoon, suffering from multi-
FULTON FARMERS
WIN CORN DERBY
Twelve Fulton County Farmers
made ,over 100 bushels of corn
per acre in the 1949 Kentucky
Corn Derby spons-ored jointly by
the Fulton Chamber of Commer-
ce and the University of Ken-
tucky Extension service accord-
ing to County Agent John B.
Watts.
In the one acre division the
ollowing yields were made. -
Name Com. No. Acres Yield:
Clyde Corum, Crutchfipld 1,-
113.8.
R. B. Watts, Fulton, 3,127.3.
Guy Barnett, Brownsville,,
I. D. Bolton, Crutchfield, 3,-
107.9.
In the five acre division the
following yields were made.
Name Com. No. Acres, Yield.
W. H. Harrison, Cayce, 5,130.3.
Sam Anderson, Fulton, 5,118.1.
H. C. Brown, Crutchfield, 20,-
114.4.




Robert Sanger, Western, IL
102.8.
Parke Wheeler, Sylvan Shade,
35. 102.3.
E. W. Yates, Western, 5, 116.2.
Avery Hancock of Fulton and
Wayne Yates of Western have
been named winners in a contest
for individual farmers to increase
the- corn _yields on their entire
farm.
Mr. Hancock only produced 12
bushels of corn per acre in 1939.
He limed and phosphated his
farm add seeded it to sweet clov-
er. For the last three crops he has
produced about 60 acres of corn
each year that has checked out
over 100 bushels per acre aver-
age according to one of the Cayce
Veterans Classes.
Wayne Yates has averaged a-
bout 1:45 Thursday morning on
the Mayfield highway.
Pounds according to Diencla
left downtown at 10:45 Wednes-
day night to report to work at
II:, and did not reach the plant;
his truck, containing his hat, was
found this morning In East Ful-
ton and his mysterious appear-
ance on Highway 45 two miles
north of Fulton three hours later
has thus far baffled police and
plant officials.
An atmcophere of mystery, in-
dicating poiatible foul play, sur-
rounds the Vresence of Pounds






Second Robbery In One Week Fails As
Woodland kills Bunk Burns To Ground
The Farmers Bank at Wood-
land Mills was described as a
"smoking ruin" Thursday morn-
ing following a disastrous fire
during the night which consumed
all of the interior.
The fire resulted when an
acetylene torch being used by
thieves to open a steel safe in-
side the bank vault apparently
ancidentally ignited nearby pap-
ers, resulting in a hasty retreat
of the would-be thieves with little
or no cash.
J. V. Hefley, bank cashier,
stated that he was confident that
ed.
He was struck by a 1948 Buick
driven by James E. Whittemore
of Mayfield as he walked down!
the middle of the highway, ac-
cording to police reports.
Pounds, who is about 56, is!
married, has one child and makes!
his home on Route 5, around ;
Chestnut Glade.
bout 10 bushels of corn per acre
for the 1947-1948 and 1949 crops.
Last year he had 5 acres that av-
eraged 146.7 bushels per acre and
this year he gathered and sold
116.1 bushels per acre from 20
acme,
The Fulton Chamber of Com-
merc4 is paying transportation
and lodging cost for Mr. Yates
ang Mr. Hancock along with Mr.
Clyde Corum and W. H. Harri-
son (winners in the two divisions
of the Corn Derby) to attend
Farm and Home Week at the
University of Kentucky, January
31st to February 3rd.
This is the third year for the
Corn Derby. It has taught a large
number of Fulton County Farm-
ers that they can make large
yields by, thick planting, select-
ing good land, adding needed fer-
tilizer; and using shallow culti-
vation to keep the weeds down.
The ,rnost important factor in
making large yields is having a
good stand. It takes 0,-000
per acre to make 100 bushels per
acre. • ,
the contents of the•safe, amount-
ing to some six or sev.en thousand
dollars, would be round intact
when a more complete examina-
Con is possible.
At press time Thursday, no
further further details of file at-
tempted robbery were available,
and. no clues to the identity of
these involved were available.
Three unmasked bandits held
up the Fredonia Valley Bank at
Fredonia, Ky., on Wednesday af-
ternoon and escaped with be-
tween $4000 and $5000, with a
fourth remaining in a stolen get-.
away car, later found abandoned
near Dycusburg ferry izt
ton County.
This is the second entry made
by robbers in the Woodland Mills
bank in a week. Last Friday, Ray-
mond Gerald Suitter held up the-
bank at 11: a. m., escaped with
around $3200 and was caught 25
minutes later on the Kentucky,
State line after his car had hit a
telephone pole and was wrecked_
He was surrounded by officers
and captured in a thicket
JACK CARTER IS Dr. Jones Makes Suggestions To
APPOINTED P. M. Assist VAVith Health DepartmentWord has been received by
Nathan W. "Jack" Carter, Jr.,
from Postmaster General J. M.
Donaldson, that he has been ap-
pointed acting postmaster at
Fulton. Ky., succeeding W. T.
"Bill" Browning who has held
the post for slightly more than a
year. garter will take over the
office as soon as postal inspectors
visit the city to make.the neces-
sary arrangements ftir the change
in officia/s. The new postmaster
will .be mz le the permanent of-
ficial whet he is coiafirmed by
tl.e Senate'. ,vben it convenes in
January.
Born in LaVergne, Tenn., he is
the son of Mrs. Nathan W. Carter
and the late Mr. Carter. He grad-
uated from High School in
Smyrna, Tenn., and attended Ab-
dene Christian College in Abil-
ene, Texas from which school he
received his Bachelor of Scisjace
degree. He received his Master's
degree from Murray State Col-
1§ge.
Carter served as coach and
teacher in the Fulton High school
halm 1936 to 1940 and held simi-
lar omits at Mt. Juliet, Tenn., and
Ctrinberiand University at Leb-
ation, Tenn.
From January 1942 to October
1945 he served in the U. S. Navy
and. was discharged as a lieuten-
ant. Following his war service he
was principal and coach at Carr
Institute and later held the same
position which he now holds, at
Martin Elementary School. He
has -resigned the latter post ef-
fective January 1.
He. is married to the former








Is B. P. going to keep claiming
P. G.? Who knows.
B. H. and C. A. are doing right
well these days.
R. H., will she ever make up
her mind. Maybe she will when
she grows older.
C. P. and G. q. are still In love.
A. M. is going with D. C.
C. M.. was it just a lover's quar-
rel, or is it all over?
P. H. is in love with a T. S. P.
these days. I wonder if its the boy
or the uniform that has her in a
tailspin.
A. C. is still in love with P. H.
from here.
A. P. is getting rather sicken-
ing with her constant•talk about
boys these days.
T. G. has found a new girl
friend, I hear. Is it true, T?
H. S. walked in a certain cafe
the other night and turned out to
be quite a ladies man.
Don't know whether I'll get
to report next week since
school will be out, but you can
bet that If I hear anything
about the school I'll surely
walkie and talkie about it
In a letter to the Fulton County News, following up a telephone-
conversation and a letter of last week, Dr. Tracy Jones, Director of'the State Department of Health pointed out the ecessity f
munity-wide cooperation in securing a salary increase and a full.time health doctor for Fulton County.
Lauding the efforts of Judge Homer Roberts of the Fulton Coun-ty Fiscal Court, Dr. Jones further revealed that the county courtwas unique in its position of being the only contributing agency ismthe county furnishing funds for county health work.
Dr. Jones •further pointed out the value of a Citizen's HealthCommittee in this county, which he said could do much toward as-sisting with the problem facing the county fiscal court as it relates-to county health work.
The letter follows:
TWO STUDENTS ON -
UK'S 240 GROUP
Two Fulton County students,
Miss Betty Davis, of Fulton and
David K. Holland, of Hickman,
have been selected to serve on the
University of Kentucky Commit-
tee of 240 for 1949-50, the U. K.
Public Relations Department an-
nounces.
Members of the Committee of
240 serve as student representa-
tives of the University in their
home communities, supplying
high school seniors, U. K. alumni,
and others with information re-
gaitling the University of Ken-
tucky. The organization is com-
posed of two students from each
of Kentucky's 120 counties.
President H. L. Donovan has
called the group one of the most
important on the U. K. campus.
Miss Davis, a graduate of Ful-
ton High School, is a junior in
the U. K. College of Commerce.
She is the niece of Ernest B.
Cardwell, Route 3, Fulton.
Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. N. Holland, is a senior in thp
!College of Cinnmerce. A graduate
of Hickman High School, he is
a member of the University
men's glee club, Phalanx frater-
nity, the campus YMCA, and Al-
pha Tau Omega social fraternity.
VOTING RESULTS
REVEALED TODAY
Chas. E. Wright, Chairman,
Fulton County PMA Committee,
has announced the final results of
the Cotton 'Referendum in Fulton
County with 240 voting in favor
of .quotas and 7 voting against.
Quotas were approved nationally.
Allotments have been mailed to
all farms which grow cotton in
at least one of the years, 1946,
1947, or 1948. Also, for those
farms which had a cotton allot-
ment and grew cotton in 1941,
but diverted and grew war crops
for the year, 1946.
Farms which grew cotton for
the first time in 1949 were not
eligible for an allotment. There-
fore, Mr. Wright insists that any
farmer expecting to grow cotton
in 1950. that does not have an
allotment, apply at the County
Office. Any cotton acreage pro-
dut•ed without an allotment and
also in excess of cotton allotment
will he subject to a penalty of
50r4 of the parity price of cot-
ton as of June 15, 1950.
December 21, Oil
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
After further discussion Mar
Doctor Underwood, our Com-
missioner of Health, in reran*
to the inquiries you made in be-
half of your local county dine
partment of health's proarraair
and to follorv up our recent
telephone conversation about.the health department's budgetAs you have already noted to
your newspaper, the only
agency in Fulton County tinthas been giving financial sup-port to the department of
health's program is the Fatale
County fiscal court.
Had other agencies, whin&the law permits, been emir**
buting to the prograan, there isno reasonable doubt that thelocal health department mw-
ployees would have been ableto receive a minimum salary,
Increase at the beginning of
this fiscal year.
Fulton County is a notable
exception in Kentucky wiener-
the fiscal court Is footing the
whole bill, so to speak. &
health program is accepted as
being. so vital in most Kenton:hp
counties that not only do meet
governmental agencies, such ad
county and city boards of edam'
cation along with city geneses..
ments. make appropriations too
the p.rogram but, in addition'
to this in many counties, pri-
vate clubs and organisations
also make financial and other
contributions.
If your county health pro-
gram is going to progress, thin
additional financial sunport
going to be necessar7 alsnir
with other sources, .49.11 ger
Judge Roberts and the Comilla/
Fiscal Court and you yew
newspaper are show,,,- in be-
half of your county health prow
gram.
When full time h "04' doc-
tors are available — we
have reasons to be luraged
—the county boards cf health
who are ready to employ these
will naturally get first choke
at their services.
We note that the advi•ory
rrapitla Committee has
been formea in Fulton County.
This Committee and similar
committees which Doctor Un-
derwood hopes that each county
twill have, acting in an advisory
'capacity to the county board of
health, can do much to bd.
and stimulate interest toward_
an adequate public health pro-
gram for each county in !Les-
tucky.
Tracy Jones, at. D., Directs.
Division of County Health
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy. like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some weictitl thing or
cause.—Anorzymous.
By Joseph
"Daddy," sayS Betty, "1. can hardly wait
for Christinas_"'
"Same here, Dad," says Joe_
Huddled together for warmth, we are
standing looking up at the stars, like illumin-
ated ice in the wintry night
-.Lent*, esseesould see the star saf Bethle-
Ittilnr"sikees Mitt;
114°. "Sante herecwtays
The words fall &teen foam their gee,
mg forth little white ghosts to vanish in the
dark. Frost has pluckeillite hest ot the line.".ees.
blow the earth; can br
ing
forth nothing. Nothing but Christmas
!
"Daddy, I can hardly wait . "
"I wish we could see the Star . _ "
Children, children! You can hardly wait?
:Mild, you have ChriStmas with you always.
You ARE: Chritsmas. Chria lives in 3rou, and
you in Ilim. Never for a moment need you
&now the homesickness which covered all the
earth before the first Christmas_
"Betty and Joe," I say to therm holding
their gloved hands in mine, "keep on wishing
for Chia...hums. Keep on advertising Christ-
mas."
They lot* at Me wonderingly in the
aarlight, their eyes shining.
"The world," I tell them, "is always try-
4ng to forget Christ. But the children of this
earth won't let them. Every year at this time,
hundreds of millions of boys and girLs say
aver and over: 'Dacidy, Mommy, Uncle, Aunt
- can hardly 'ran for Christrnas; we wish
;se could see the star of Bethlehem '
I bend a little closer to them, and whisp-
er: "I can sen the Star. I can see it in your
-eyes. As Jong as there are children, the star
af Bethlehem will shine, -amd Christ will never
- le forgotten. Betty and Joe, you are the her-
ald angels, telling us each year that Christ is
Morn."
Make a Note of This ... lis Us
An analysis of the U. S. Congress made
goy The American Press shows that 79% of
'Senators are elected by a rural majority, and
.71,45- of Representatives represent more rural
counties than they do urban counties. A rural
county for this study is considered (me in
which them is no town of over 10,000 popula-
tion.
In addition, many Reprmentatives who
are classed as "urban- because of counties
which do have a town of over 10,000 popula
lion, actually depend for their election on tht
Pehele living in rural areas outside of the smal
:ites included in their district, (A study al
Country Geutlemen showed that 59.8% ot
Representatives are actually elected by a rur-
al majority.)
The American Press study also shows that
3 large number of Corigieeseien ha-ve their
home in a small, rural tersin rather than a city.
42 Senators and 132 Representatives have a
weekly newspaper as their home town paper,
and all of those from rural areas depend on
weekly newspapers as one of their chief baro-
meters of the opinions of their constituents.
Competition - - The American
Way
Our railmads live in a world of competi-
tion, and have done so for more than a cen-
tury. They am in competition not only vrith one
another but also with other forms of commer-
cial transportation by highway, by air and
by water. They know what it is to meet com-
petition, and they must keep on meeting it
First of all, there is competition in serv-
ice. Each ham of transportation can do cer-
tain things and each offers advantages. How-
ever, only the raulroad.4, arizi. true common car-
riers, because they are the only form of trans-
portattis which can and does handle any-
thing movable in any quantity, for anyone,
anywhere. and in any-season of the year.
There is also competition in rates charged
for transierrtation service. These rates must
be low enough to move the traffic and at the
same time high enough to meet and to cover
the cost of doing businms.
The public wants arid is entitled to the
most adequate, the most dependable, and the
most economical transportaPon service, all
costs considered. The only way that sort of
service can lotwrovided is t ohave competition
among carriers on an even basis, with each
form of transportation standing on its own
feet and paying its own way without govern-
ment aid or subsidy.
. Its Better to Give ....
In Nashville, Tenn., two of the country's
most enthusiastic packers of Junior Red.Cross
gift boxes are Moses and Malka Penner, 9
and 7 years old.
There is good reason for their enthusiasM.
Moses and Malka are newcomers to America.
Once they were on the receiving end of these
same gift boxes, 496,000 of which were sent
overseas last year.
A year ago the Penner youngsters and
their parents were Polish refugees, living at
a Displaced Persons camp in Bremen, Ger-
many.
It was at the DP camp that Moses and
Malka received their first Junior Red Cross
gift boxes. They were given another set when
they boarded ship seven months ago to come
lo America.
When Malka'S teacher it Murphy School
in Nashville brought in the JRC gift cartons.
it was only natural that the dimplecheeked
blonde should jump excitedly from her seat
and yell "I got one, I got one-1
Then, with shining eyes, Malka told her
classmates how much the gifts of soap, wash
cloths, toothpaste, toothbrush, pencils, cray-
ons and other useful items had meant to her
and Moses when they were refugees.
With full realization of what their efforts
mean to needy youngsters around the world,
Moses and Malka now are always first to real-
ize that the joy comes in giving even more
than receiving. When its gift wrapping time
in your household stop for a moment to re-
member if you have remembered tnose less
fortunate than you. Without any intention to
preach remember that....it was He who said
.... "what you do for the least of ther.1 you
do also unto me .... "
ITidbitsofKentuckyFolklore!
Individuality or Standardization
Many writers and speakers lament the
passing of individuality and the success of
standardization in our modern world. Some
even feel that owning machinery or house-
hold gadgets has destroyed the rugged vir-
tues of our people and made them mere vic-
tims of their own civilization. If John Rusk-
in were alive today, he would rail against
our degeneracy and probably advocate, as .
he did a generation ago, that we retire as far
away from the sound of a train whistle as
possible and manufacture at home all the
things we need.
There may come a time when I will join
this group of calamity-howlers, but it will
have to wait a while. Folklore is interesting
when it is actually left over from former
times, but it is nothing short of repulsive
when it is made to order. These people who
would like to turn the clock back a gener-
ation or two are usually revealing that their
thinking days are over and that they have ar-
rived at senility. Not all our civilization is
good; anybody with half sense could see that;
but the nostalgic gentlemen who picture other
times and places as mere adjuncts of parad-
dise have forgotten all the ugly side of the
life they once knew and are using only tloe
brain cells that they used when they were
young and ignorant. It always makes me
laugh out of one side of my mouth and allow
the other side to droop when Some person who
lacks many years of be,ng old suddenly de-
cides that his childhood and its philosophy
are the only things that can save a very bad
world. It is forgiveable in very old people to
judge their own generation a bit too gener-
ously, but those of us who would like to ap-
pear alive and grovAng had better think
twice before we extol some Other .World of
our young lives too highly.
Supposing we are the victims of machin-
ery, so what? What were our aticestors vic-
tims of? Have you ever' tried to get a fair
picture of the actual pioneers, with their
disease-wasted bodies, their relatively short
lives, their fear of law and government, their
lack of formal education, their pitiful intoler-





What are your youngsters
learning in school Do you real-
ly know? What sort of propang-
anda are they being subjected to?
What individuals are trying to
warp their young and impress-
ionable minds?
What kind of generation is go-
ing to rule your ()vim community,
our state and the nation? What
will the beliefs be of that genera-
tion?
These questions are prompted
by the discovery the other day
that a highly controversial, high-
ly partisan, badly biased set of
figures is being used in the so-
cial science classes of a Louis-
ville high school. It is safe to as-
sume that equally false — lying
—propaganda is being used in
other schools in the state.
This is the most insidious and
dangerous kind of thing that can
happen If our youngsters' minds
r.t.? warped. if they are not
taught to search out the truth for
themselves, we will wind up a
nation of people not one bit bet-
ter off than those that live under
dictatorships.
Here are the figures a dis-
honest school teacher circulated
on a mimeographed sheet to his
students: That our nation's presi-
dent from George Washington
through the second term of
Franklin Roosevelt—a total of
156 years — spent a total of 179
billion dollars. But that in five
years Harry Truman has spent
101
That the figures are grossly
misleading, grossly unfair, and
diabolical is shown in one thing
along. Under President Roose-
velt we allegedly spent 67 mil-
lion dollars. But. it was under
Roosevelt's administration that
most of fantastically expensive
world war was fought. And the
cost was many times 67 billion
dollars.
Another thing gives lie to these
figures — Our national debt at
When this column was started
three years ago I resolved to ped-
al softly, if at all, on high civic
impulses expressed in proclama-
tions, declarations by individuals
and organizations until at least
one important objective was real-
ized. And I have stuck to that
rule pretty closely.
But along comes a proclama-
tion from representative citizens
of Rockcastle County that can't
be ignored. It is only a promise,
but the tone of it sounds so good
that I must pass it along to my
readers with a ten-to-one bet that
the ncw Committee for Rock-
castle will make progress news
for many years to come. Tho
paragraph about qualifications
for membership is a gem. It
should be copied by every com-
munity organization that may be
formed in the future. The docu-
ment is authorized by A. F. Hoff-
man, editor and publisher of
the Mt. Vernon Signal, and John
F. Lair, owner of the Renfrow
Valley radio show and signed by
forty charter members. I quote
in part:
"In order to set forth the coun-
ty's qualifications and to stir its
citizens to action with a view to
selling this heart-shaped piece of
terrain to the outside world, a
brand new organization has been
born—The Committee for Rock•
castle.
"This Committee for Rock.
the end of the Roosevelt admin-
istration was more than 200 bil-
lion dollars. If the debt was that
much, certainly the money had
been spent. And if it was spent
before Truman took office. it had
to be. spent by some of those
other 32 presidents.
This is vicious propaganda. It
is half-truths. It is the kind of
thing that looks easy to under-
stand on the face of it, but which
explodes vidien a few searching
questions are asked.
It is, however, only a tiny bul
let in the arsenal of distortion
that is being thrown'at Truman's
administration in an effort to
discredit it. First, let me make
my own position clear—I am no
blind disciple of the President.
But, certainly he is entitled to be
the object of the whole truth, nor
just a portion of it.
The major attack concerns the
national budget. It's roughly 40
billion dollars. So what? Do you
have any idea how much of that
total budget is being spent to de-
fend your home? The Foreign
Policy Association and half a doz-
en other authoritative sources
put it at 76 per cent or roughly 30
billion of those 40 billion dollar,
And how much were our an
nual budgets during the admin.•
strations of Coolidge and Hoov-
er? For purely peacetime act-iv]-
ties — without any huge arin
for defense, without any Mar
shall _Plan as a front line of 
fense. without a gigantic ap-
propriation for veterans affair
they ran five to seven billion dol-
lars a year.
So the non-defense is about
twice what it was 20 years ago.
Isn't your own housekeepin;:i
budget about twice what it wa,?
Doesn't it cost you and your fam-
ily about twice as much to live?
I trust this hasn't been too dull,
but it seemed to be necessary in
the interests of fair play.
castle is composed of public-
spirited citizens who truly have
the courage to fight for what
they need and want—who look
forward to the county's progress.
not so much in terms of dollars
but in terms of opportunity. Not
with a view to selling a new-
comer some real estate or goug-
ing him with taxes. but of giv-
ing him an opportunity to devel-
op his industry and consequent-
ly our--to live and let live.
"This Committee for Rock-
castle will know no cliques, clans
or factions. It will know no pre-
judices, jealousies or dissentions.
The absence of these deterrents
are a prerequisite to membership
in Committee for Rockcastle. The
doors of the committee are open
to you if you can qualify. There
will be no dues or fees assessed.
No paid officers—only your
whole-hearted support is solicit-
ed."
The Lost Colony of Roanoke in
N. C. is still a mystery in our
history.
Elizabeth Cochrane Seaman
(Nellie Bly) was the first woman
to travel around the world. It
took 72 days.
The violet is America's most
popular choice for state flower. It
is rocognized as such in Illinois,
New Jersey, Wisconsin, and
Rhode Island.
"P.oceaionPLUS"
In this Holiday Season we wish to express our
thanks to the many friends who have helped
us build security cmd fraternity through Wood-
craft. We wish you a most Merry Christmas
cmd prosperous New Year.
Those we have enrolled as Woodmen will, we
know, be happier beccruse of the security their
Woodrnen protection provides and the many
"plus" benefits they derive from Woodcraft's
fraternal and social activities. To you we ex-
tend the harxl of Fraternal Fellowship.
Dennis L. Burkett
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
501 West State Line Fulton, KT
Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
OMAHA. NEBRASKA
Most m are f :,sv a
bout the way their
shirts ar.., "Inishe( . 
Parisian makes it a
"must" that every 
shirt leave their 
plant
- with correct 
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor visit- I
ed with Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen
Monday and stripped tobacco.
Several crops of air cured to-
bacco has been stripped in this
vicinity since the rains started.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnston
called on Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor wen.
in Mayfield Thursday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and!
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry were I
the Sunday night guests of Mr.?
and Mrs. Harry Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ellegood
and boys of Arlington visited Mr.
and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and family j
Saturday.
Several from this community
went to Mayfield Tuesday for thi•
tobacco sales.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Carr and Charles were
Betty and Peggy Casey, Arthur
Lene Hicks and Joyce Taylor.
Mrs. Tye Finley and Mrs. Ten-
nie House shopped in Mayfield
Saturday.
The Christmas tree and pro-
gram at Bethlehem Church Sun-
day night was enjoyod by a large
crowd. Mr. and Mrs. Brockman
and Sue and some of Sue's
friends of Rice City attended.
That vi•hch refines character at
Ow. same time humbles, exalts.
and commands a man. and obed-
ience gives hirri courage, devo-




It's difficult to understand, bul
the genial spirit of Christmas.
Santa Claus himself, hasn't alviays
had it easy. There have been oc-
casions when laws or traditions or
regulations have put certain curbs
on the old gentleman. Here are
some examples:
In Newark, N. J., Santa Is re.
quired to pass a stiff physical ex-
amination before he can serve in
department store. And even then.
he is barred from kissing any of
the children who perch upon his
knee.
In Charleston, S. C., charity San-
tas have been forbidden to make
• pitch on public streets on the
grounds that children flocking in te
see them may create a traffic
hazard. And in Washington a few
years ago, when the postmaster
general was asked to print a Santa
Claus stamp at Christmas time he
rejected the proposal with a scorn-
ful, -I should say not!"
Outside the U.S.A., Santa has
had trouble, too. In Montreal. Can-
ada, an influential organization
fought against holding of the city's
annual Santa Claus parade on the
ground that it was "merely a dis-
play of grotesque and vulgar buf-
foonery." A prominent journalist
Rio de Janeiro fostered a move-
ment to do away with Santa Claus
(Papa Noel) in Brazil and substi-
tute a toy-bearing grandfather
Indian. In Mexico City the minister
of education recommended that the
Aztec god Qustzalcoatl, instead of
St. Nick, should bring gifts to chil-
dren.
In the field of opinion, Santa has
encountered some detractors. A
Prof. Ivan E. McDougle, sociologist
at Goucher college, Baltimore, de-
clared: "The Santa Claus myth has
lived too long. Parents should sub-
stitute philosophy"-whatever that
A Toronto psychiatrist got in Ids
blast. "It should be made clear to
ehildren," he said. "that Santa
Claus is not necessarily a real man
any more than any other character









do it for you.
Pasettaii st. (martin Bi-way)
Phone 332-J Fulton, Ry.
FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 100 Ernest Lowe, Mgr. Fulton. Ky.
NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH STREET
TOYS SACRIFICED!
WE MUST CLEAN  OUT OUR REMAINING STOCK
11$
ITER
No Reasonable Offer Refused!
We will sell every toy in our remaining stock AT HALF PRICE or LESS
If you haven't bought your toys yet, or still need more, don't pass this
opportunity to make this sensational saving. REMEMBER, NO REASONABLE
OFFER REFUSED.
Windup Trains, reg. $6.95
Childs Wood Train Set, reg. $1.50
Metal Washing Machine, reg. $6.50
P-38 Click Pistol, reg. 60c
Pop-Out-Pups, reg. $1.69
Electric Toy Irons, reg $2.00
Wooden Gunboat, reg. $1.50
Wood Helicoptors (pull style) reg. $1.49
Santa Claus Glowlight. reg  $1.29
Upholstered Doll Chairs, reg. $2.10
Upholstered Doll, 2-pc. Suite
(divan and chail) reg. $4.95
Doll Lawn Chairs, reg_t, 98c
Cane Bottom Mtatican Childs
chair, reg.   $2.25
Childs Wood Straight Chairs, reg. $2.00
Red Cane-Bottom Rockers, reg. $2.95
Wood Doll Cradle,
Natural Oak, reg. $4.95







Tricycles, regular __ _
Wood Body. Rubber Tared
Wagons, regular
Radio Flyer, all metal wagons
All Metal Wagon. reg.








2-Light electric Christmas win-
dow wreaths, with 6-ft. cord;
Reg. $3.95  $1.95
B-Light Christmas tree lighting
sets (lights in series) $1.19
7-Light Christmas tree lighting
sets (individual lights) $1.65
Extra bulbs, all colors
Electric-light Christmas trees




In Today --• Out Tomorrow
We Jiaye a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery
This Week's Hit Parade
1. Mule Train
2. I Can dream, can't I
3. A Dreamer's Holiday "
4. Slipping around
5. Don't Cry Joe
6. That lucky old sun
7. Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
8. Dear hearts and gentle people
9. The Old Master Paintcr
1,0. Jealous Heart..
New Records Arriving Daily!
Our Record Stocic is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Con-
venient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!
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Fulton — — — Clinton
GRANDMA SAYS:
THEY'RE STILL TOPS FOR
FAST, EASY SEWING
SEWMACHINES
Portables and Furniture Styled Cabinets
Smooth, reliable Domestic Sew machine
s for
faster, easier sewing. The famous Domest
ic
your grandmother used— and liked so
 well
—with all the modern features add
ed.
Come in and try one yourself. Watch its
smooth operation. Learn the many exclusi
ve
features that can help your sewing
 ... and
drill to the hancfsome, special purpo
se
cabinets designed for use as desks, tables,
lamp stands for any room in the hous
e.
1 Headquarters For All Sewing Machine S
upplies

































Serial. — "Adventures of Frank and Je
sse James"
"Knights Mus tFall" — Cartoon
HERE IT IS FOLKS!
THE NEW JOLSON PICTURE
'This picture is playing at ADV
ANCE PRICES ONLY ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY — DUE TO ffS
 EXCESSIVE COST.
Admission prices here will be adva
nced ONLY slightly," Holidays
mad night-- 49e. Matinees 40c. 
Children still 12c at all times. We a
re
running the picture 5 days so ev
eryone will have a chance to see it
.













icHNICOiae A SIDNEY BUCHMAN 
PIODUCTIOI
--BARBARA HALE
scrrinid Sirt .tnt•entaislIFJet Mil • —....somet 
suctaw
Announcement Of Social Importance
A itached To Hindman-Miller Nuptials
An annodncement of unusual 
importance in West' Kentucky 
and
in Washington, D. C., and M
aryland is being made today 
by Mrs.
Morton Watson Haws of the 
engagement and approaching 
marriage
of her daughter, Miss Lois Jean
 Hindman to Mr. Rodney 
Arthur
:Stiller, son of Dr. and Mrs. Wil
liam C. Miller of Gaithersbu
rg, Mary-
land.
Miss Hindman graduated f
rom attended the universit
v, a mem-
the Preparatory Departmen
t of ber of Alpha Delta Pi
 Sorority
Ward Belmont at Nash
ville, and served as bouse 
president of
Tenn., and received the bache
lor the sorority for three y
ears, vice-
of music degree from Nor
th- president of Shi-Ai, 
honorary
western University this past 
June. fraternity for affilia
ted junior
She was a member of the Stud
- and senior women, o
utstanding in
ent Council the four years 
she activities and scholasti
c average,
member of executive board
 of
Sigma Alpha Iota, national
 pro-
fessional music society, sc
holar-




ted to Student Governin
g Board
and served as secretary her
 sen-
ior year, and a member of 
Mortar
Board.
Mr. Miller was graduated 
from
A lovely dinner was served 
Gaithersburg High School from
from the dining table overlaid 
which he received an award 
to
with a lace cloth and centered t
he National Honor Society
 for
with a pretty Christinas scene. 
scholarship and received hi
s
Twenty members and one 
bachelor of arts degree from 
the
guest, Mrs. Carroll Looney was
 University o f Pennsy
lvania
present. 
where he was a member of P
hi
After the dinner, the meeting 
Kappa Sigma social fraternity
.
was opened with prayer by M
rs. Mr. Miller served wit
h the
Rawls. An interesting Christmas 
armed :services for thirty month
s
program was presented. The 
de- in the C. B. I theatre and 
was
votional "The Rcal Meaning c
f awarded -the Bronze Star 
Medal.
Christmas," was given by F.. 
At present he is attending 
the
J. P. Hyland and Mrs. M. 
D. law school of George Wash
ington
Phillips told a Christmas story
, University, Washington, D. 
C..
"The Candle."
During the social ;lour tile
group sang Christmas carols and
exchanged gifts. The circle chair-
man, Mrs. Rawls, was presented
with a gift, a picture "The South-
ern Bell." The meeting was dis-




where he is a member of Delta
Theta Phi, legal fraternity.
The wedding will take place





The Auxiliary of the American
'Legion and Legionair s enassart 
a
Christmas barbecue sumps r snd
party at the Legion cabin at 7 ,
o'clock Wednesday night, Dec-
ember 14.
A hundred and fifty Legion
-
aires and their wives attended. ,
The cabin was beautifully dec-
orated throughout ill keeping
with the holiday season. Arrange-
ments of cedar, pine and candle
s
were the central appointment 
of
the tables.
After supper the group sang
Christmas carols and games were
played. One of the featurei en-
tertainments were piano selec-
tions by John Austin.
Gifts were exchanged from
the beautifully lighted Christmas











The home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling in the Highlands
was the scene of a holiday party
on Tuesday morning at t
en-
thirty, when Mrs. Westpheling
entertained in special compli
-
ments to Miss Joan McCollum, 
a
popular bride, whose wedding
will be brilliantly solemnized 
at
Aire First Illaptist Church on D
ec-
ember 28.-
Entertaining wtith a morning
coffee, more than thirty friends
enjoyed 4te hospitality ,ef the
hostess on this occasion. In a
setting of Christmas decorations
,
the red and green motif of 
the
Christmas season was employed
about the rooms.
At the dining-room table. Mrs
.
Mace McDade, grandmother 
of
the groom poured coffee, from
 an
heir-loom coffee service of 
the
McDade family. The table held a
s
a centerpiece a potted poi
nsetta
plant, flanked by gleaming wh
ite





















Reg. 19.95 __ _
V ELECTRIC BROILER
V Reg. 21.95 __













The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church enjoye
d
a Christmas dinner and part
y
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Mozelle Rawls on Third street












abra. The candles and plant
 were
entwined with holly and red b
er-
ries. The table was covered 
with
an imported rice linen clot
he.
The hostess was assisted in 
re-
ceiving and serving her guests, 
by
Mrs. Hendon Wright. The host
ess
presented the honoree a gift of
china from her wedding selec
-
tion.
Invited to attend besides the
honoree were: Miss Mary Swann
Bushart, Mrs. Ward Bushart, Mrs.
W. L. Holland, Miss Lois Jean
Hindman. Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mrs.
Maxwell McDade, !Sirs. William
McDade, Mrs. Mace McDade,
Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. Eliza-
! beth Snow, Mrs. Bob White. MiFS
Jane White, Mrs. C. Cr McCollum.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Hor-
ton Baird, Mrs. Stanley Parham,
Mrs. Billy Blackstone, Mrs. Betty
Gene Gordon, Miss Ann McDade,
Miss Nancy Wlson, Mrs. Homer
Wilson, Miss Mary Lee Haws,
Miss Marilee Beadles, Miss Bar-
bara Ann Roberts, Mrs. A. B.
Roberts, Mrs. Harry Murphey,'
Mrs. Leon Browder, Mrs. Joe/ sd"MMM
MM
Davis, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., Mrs.
Hunter Whitesell, Mrs. Steve
Wiley, Mrs. Clarence Reed, Mrs.
E. R. Hefley, Mrs. Martin Nall.
Miss Marjorie Puckett, Mrs. Felix
Gossum, Jr., Mrs. Walter Voelpel
Tobrtha Etheridge, Joe Davis,
Betty Lou Bushart, Tommy
WeakS, Betty Jo Hudson, John
Joe Campbell, Betty and Billy
Gene Gordon, Janet Parks, Billy





Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Underwood
were hosts to a Xmas party Mon-
day night complimenting the em-
ployees of Underwood Barkery.
-The room was attractively dec-
orated in keeping with the holi-
day season.
Games of rook were enjoyed
during the evening. A lovely
party plate was served late in
the evening. Favors of cellophane
bags of Christmas candy was on
each plate.
Gifts were exchanged from a
pretty lighted Christmas tree.
The guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Armbruster, Mr. and Mrs.
George Pillow, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Robey, Frank Cequin and Paul
Holland.
PERSONALS
Rip Reynolds of Birmingham,
Ala., is the guest of Billy Mur-
phy on Second street.
A. F. Maloney has returned to
his home in Tulsa, Okla., after a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wrenn
Coulter and other relatives.
John Joe Campbell of Univer-
ity of Kentucky has arrived home
to spend the holidays with his
parents,. Mr. and Mrs. Presley
Campbell.
Culture is then properly des-
cribed not as having its origin in
curiosity, but as having its orig-
in in the love of perfection: it is a





Billy Murphy, Jack Browdt
and Hunter Whitesell were hosts
to a dinner party Tatesday even-
ing at the Murphy home compli-
menting Miss Joan McCollum ard
Danny Baird. who will be mar
ried December 28.
The house was beautifully dec
°rated with pine. holly anti light
ed red tapers.
A lovely dinner was served by
candlelight from the pretty ap-
pointed dining table with a cen-
ter arrangement of Christmas
greenery and red tapers. The
guests were seated at card tables
centered with .a red candle gar-
landed with greenery. Attractive
Christmas place cards marked
each place. At the honored coup-
les' place was a Spode china
plate. cup and saucer which was
a gift of the hosts.
Following the dinner the even-
ing was spent informally.
Invited guests were: Miss Joan
McCollum, Danny Baird. Hunter
Whitesell, Marilee Beadles. Rip
Reynolds, of Birmingham. Ala.,
Mary Lee Haws, Lois Jean Hind-
Man, Read Holland, Barbara
Roberts, Jimmy Carter, Emma








Ruth Cavender, Mac Nall, Mary stmligumgam
There's a frankly feminine;
smartly dramatic air to this
collection of luxurious crepes
with their attention-com-
manding trims of lace. bead-
ing, velvet and other glamour
touches. Sizes 9 to 15-12
to 44.
V0.98 io $19.98






Big value at low cost! Ex-
clusive power-line aerial;
sensational Zenith long-dis-
tance AM, genuine Zenith
Armstrong FM; handsome




Terriffic value! New ,uper-sensitive
Zenith-Armstrong FM with power-
line antenna and tamous, long-dis-
tance AM; tone control; walnut
plastc cabinet with fiexogrip hand-
le.
$59.95
Other radio sets? We have all styles!
Small Table Models — Large Table Models
Table Combinations--Console Combinations
,,ee them on display now,
and let us lay-away yours until Santa Claus is ready for it
BENNETT
ELECTRIC

























































Westpheling, C. C. McCollum. AAAR
V Rut





es Marjorie Puckett, Peggy Scott, AAAA 
A
* 






Invited guests who were unable APAR 
4
V
to attend were Mesdames, Hunt- RRPit 
4
V 
er Whitesal, Ward Bushart. Mar- ARRA 
4
V 
tin Nall, H. H. Murphy, Homer Mt 
4
V 
Wilson, William Jolley, Jr., Nor- PPPPii A i.ft 
;1
* 
man Houston, Roy Walch, Guy •,..Nn 
:f
V 
Irby, Russell Pitchford, Elizabeth V,„,,RP 
il
V
Snow, R. H. Wade, Charles And .:,,K ER 
',0%.
it 
rews. Felix Gossum, Sr., H. D "Kg 
*
ii 
Houston, Robert Graham, M. W. "RP 
0
* 
Haws, Steve Wiley. and., Misses 
tiltt 
:4,





White, Bertie Sue Meacham, Lois iii: 
it
,:i 






















K PARTY AT STRATA CLUB




P I Miss Joan McCollum and Dan- rppia
R i ny Baird, v.,ho will be married iug:ti
A Wednesday, December 28. were ARgi
it complimented with a lovely dm- AAAR
il, ner party at the Strata Club Wed- AAAA
^.!nesday night at 7:30 o'clock by AAAA
zic Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. Eliza-!!!As
As
^ ' beth Snow and Miss Marilee ogNg
Beadles.
Miss McCollum •was most at- ;1414
MRS. KATHRYN KELLY 
tractive in a beautiful trousseau dsint
V 
model of green crepe featured ifilifif
A with a round beaded neckline. 
nainn
Hickman, Kentucky A She 
wore a corsage of red rose 'An
g buds, a gift of the hostesses. ,_ yrin
lloalmmonoltommomm,Psnixs•sPa•nna_noPansnssoncnsagnanamolamiss5 
Places were marked with at- i'ii
V





1 7446't'i\- \''' . SANTA SAYS:
v wwlitl
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land Mills won the door prize. The hostesses presented the 1*
After the games a messenger honored couple with a gift of sil- IV
arrived with a telegram for the ver in their chosen pattern.
honoree. The telegram read: Just _
heard the news and as I was pass- 
Following the dinner, dancing lge
was enjoyed.
ing through. So under the tree
are some gilts for you. Santa
Claus. 
dal party, their dates and the V
g '4
parents of the couple.
The bride-elect found many V
lovely gifts under the beautiful Guests were: Joan McCol
lum, 1
Danny Bair& Marilee Beadles,lighted Christmas tree.
The guest list included: Mes- Joe Davis,
 Barbara Roberts,
dames. -Horton Baird, Maxwell Hunter Whitesell, Mary 
Lee
McDade, Hendon Wi-ight, Frank Haws, Jack Browder
, Janet
Beadles, Felix Gossum, Jr., Char- Parks, Billy Murphy, Lois 
Jean
les Thomas, Jasper Vowell, Don Hindman,
 Read Holland, Ann
Hill Stanley Jones Cbester McDade, Mac Nall
, Mr. and Mrs.
Brunson, Union City, Dudley Horton Baird, Mrs. C. C. 
Mc- ,
Meacham, Bob White, Joe Treas, Collum, Mrs. Steve
 Wiley, Frank i
Ernest McCollum, Leon Browder, Beadles a
nd the hostesses.
Walter Voelpel, Mel Simons, J.
M. Luther, Howard Edwards, I SCHO
OL PARTY TODAY ;11
Willi Hill T lbert Dallasam , o
Wick Smith, C. D. Jones, Charles'
Browder, Stanley Parham, Carl
Puckett, Jr., Dave Prather, Wood-
land Mills, Billy Gene Gordon,
Virginia Brady. XIV! C.,1111 iftSitAtilKilie eV eig ViCleiggit OICSK NC AC flg Si et AMC ACA4 e.CMC Ai %Kt:MU :14 :A: Ir4 AC AC AC AC SIC SOW Sig Sig04 14 AC SY V.Cfg AZ AC 
SICOZ leg AC tg !YAM%
Tea guests were Mesdames, M ittg;,
V 
L. McDade, Ray Graham, Pahl gni
the Kellys:
Kathryn, Phyllis, Bobbye, and Judy
who wish they could call on you personally










roses, a gift of the hostesses.
Games of bridge and canasta I
were enjoyed during the after- I
noon. At bridge Mrs. Howard Ed- I
wards was high scorer, Miss '
Jean Atkins, second high, Mrs.
tractive bridal place cards laid
for twenty two guests at' a long
pretty appointed table centered
with a miniature Christmas tree
with lighted candle and gold
vases of red carnatiori on either
Monroe Luther, low and Mrs. side. Placed at intervffs down the
Billy Gene Gordon won canasta. center of the table were sprays
Mrs. Dave Prather of Wood- of holly and candles.
The uest list included the bir- I*
The Children of St. Edwards
school will entertain their moth
ers at a Christmas party this




Twas The Season Of CHRISTMAS
And All Through The ROOMS
The Launciry Was STACKED
And The "Mrs" Was DOOMED
a very Merry Christmas 
V
4
1 and the m























Mrs. A. B. Roberts, Mrs. Bob
McKnight and Misses i3arbara
and Mary Frances Roberts were
gracious hostesses to a lovely des-
sert I.! alge :.nci v.., r MI.110:11,
afternoon at one o clock at the ,
Derby Cafe dining room compli-
menting Miss Joan McCollum,'
popular bride-elect of Danny I
Baird.
As the guests arrived they
were served a delicious dessert at
l
individual tables, centered with a
lighted red taper garlanded with
greenery.
I The honoree wore a oeautiful
afternoon dress of blue .crepe,
with a drape effect, an addeh
i feature to her dress was a rhine-
,tom• nerklac, and a corsage of
City Club Dress Shoes
PETERS DIAMOND BRAND
DRESS AND WORK SHOES
—GET THEM AT
Forrester's Shoe Shop








alitalliatiltilVICOUSt .14 er: *Mt eV tit illtedIrdilliflifIC SICOMOICIMAIIIII Sit: misses marilee Beadles, Ja
ckle, e St. Edwards rhythm band 0
Bard, Jean Atkins, Ann McDade,
cow), $1/Pf-"
- - - - and Love YOU
for siving theln!
If you want to be CERTAIN your gift
will be liked, give -beautiful DANIEL
Green Slippers - - - the iery finest in
beauty, comfort and 'stay-in-s:rape'
quality.
Elegant satin Or exclusive 100% pure %Vol velvafelt.
Fry's Shoe Store
220 Lake Street Fulton
will play several selections.
*RIMPAIMORINSIOMMItil %MUM ROM NO3W iw ROMs PGJW MILM MOW mmitenannt MIPS 7
1g ps.rxwas WIS "ORM N. MO
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With Dirt and With GRIME t*-71
And Sister Was PUZZLED
Just Most Of The TIME
The Gifts Were All NESTLED









But The Draperies Were DIRTY .L PHIDo I
In The House You Can SEE:1+Do
-Akio
Ma In A FRENZY
And I In A WHIRL
‘44
Just Got In A HUI5DLE
And Talked To A GIR-L
° 
K SAYS SHE - 0 K SAID WE
,




/071020/1/JUMPAPIVIMIll PS Ming mom OA OM wag 
fat gum ex tam sac mac arc eg ac ex gig %IC grg et need sativa ;710:411Lian. "imam








CITY DRUG C OMPANY
Fulton's Exclusive Agency for II' hilman's Candie
s







M:-s. L. B. Coonsi!
and sons of Hickman attended
the Homemakers' supper Friday
night at the Community center.
Mac Pewitt arrived Saturday
from University of Kentucky to
spend the holidays with his par-




Watches. Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-













Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the t
rouble
to help loosen and expel gerni 
laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchi
al
mucous membraoes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough






arla eq BODY BLOW
HERLF:C FR/EAD
Y04/2L Wi7NT TO KNOW
'.oans made in all
.urrounding tow ns
Ind Counties i n








so Walnut Street Phone its2
',Fulton's FRIENDLY Loan Senrice"
Th.:: Fulton County News, Fultort, Kent
 ticky
1 1 pastor, Bro. Bryan Bishop and Boaz. 
, I
1 family Thursday. 
1
i . 
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Claypool of :
EVL...ITION !
, OF I i PERSON
ALS 
i Memphis will be the holida
y
1 - . • - , Mrs. 13yron Blagg and son, By- 
1 guests of her sister, Mrs. T. T.
7-,Z:421.7± 541A/R 
, ron, Jr., of Nashville have arrived 
Boaz and Mr. Boaz on Eddinvi
street.
aM/5
Christmas has rolled around ones
again and Santa Claus with round
red cheeks, jolly smile and 
chunky
figure looks the same as he 
did
nearly 90 years ago.
His creator was Thomas Nast,
axle of America's greatest c
artoon.
ists. During the early 1860's he was
asked to illustrate Clement Clark
ktoore's poem, A Visit to St.
Nicholas, better known to us as
'"Twas The Night Before Christ.
mas." The result was Santa Claus
as we know him.
Santa's creator was born in
Bavaria in 1840, son of a musi-
cian in a Bavarian army band.
When he was a fat little boy of
six, Thomas' father left Ger-
many to enlist in the United
States navy, and Thomas'
mother brought the boy to New
York to live.
Along about the time stocky Tom.
my was 15 he landed his first job al
an illustrator for Leslie's Weekly at
$4 a week. By the time he was ;'20
he was sent to England by the New
York Illustrated News to sketch
the Heenan-Sayers fight, an out.
standing sports event of the day.
In 1862 he joined the staff of
Harper's Weekly and began the se-
ries of emblematic dravvings which .43
n
continued throughout the Civil War.
From those he created certain
trademarks that have been the in.
spiration of cartoonists down to the
present—notably the Republican NI
elephant and the Democrat donkey.
Famous as the political symbol'
are today, Nast's Santa Claus prob.
ably holds first place in the hearts
of Americans. Before Nast's day,
a few artists had drawn Santa on
one occasion or another, but could
not seem to agree on how the old
gentleman should look.
Nast changed all that.
He located Santa's home at
the North Pole and gave him a
sleigh drawn by reindeer. He
drew the familiar, fat, merry
old fellow with red cheeks and
white beard, dressed in red.
wearing a cap and boots, carry-
ing a. pack of toys and smoking meA;t1.
a short pipe. ;4. O4i
The artist then gave Santa a ;4:4;4;1
spy-glass so that during the year :4:44,sef,
he might pick out the good children 4;t,42,1
from the bad, and also a big book 71;4.:,:,4
in which to write their names and '„,!',/'
keep their records. ; ;Ir‘q
This conception of Santa Claus
first appeared in 1863. Since tlat
time, the pictured Santa has beam
the same, although the spy-glass
and pipe seem to have beer
dropped by the way.
itt.
Yr. P,i Mrs. R Watts and
Mr. an,- M-s. Noble Watts of Ful-
gham v.-ere in Memphis Tuesday
on business.
A large crowd attended the
Homemakers' supper Friday
night at Community Center. Al-
ter supper games and contests
were enjoyed.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Bard spent
Monday in Memphis where Mrs.
Bard went to an eye specialist.
The church members gave
















































































in Fulton to spend the holidays
with relatives. Mr. Blagg will
loin them the last of the week.
Sug Willingham of Memphis
will spend Christmas with his
mother, Mrs. T. T. Boaz and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Powell of
Memphis have arrived to spend
the Christmas holidays with her







Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
Friday, December 23, 1949
1 
• CoimPg.!:0NGooD, I
gut* git1/19 and Sn
it.rlai.lany!
When good companionship is the order of the
day bring along Bond & Lillard! Celebrate
this Christmas with the 93 proof Kentucky fa-
vorite that is celebrating its 80th Christmas(
t'
_",
loom NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPOR



















OF A WHITE CHRISTMAS
.. its the kind I want for YOU
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Friday, December 23, 1949
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flake,
Mr. and Mrs. james Cullum and
son, Kenny, of Jackson, Tenn.,
will spend Christmas with their
mother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver and
Miss Eleanor Weaver on Norman
street.
Read Holland has arrived home
from the University of Kentucky
to spend the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
and children, Ann and Max visit-
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. It
L. Conley Sunday afternoon'. Mr
Conley has been ill for several
weeks at his home in Almo, Tenn





Long before the Christmas
Tree itself was a 'must' in a
Kentucky Christmas, holly,
hemlock, cedar and similax
were gathered at Christrnas
time to festoon the home. And
of course, a bit of mistletoe
was always mixed in. To this
day Kentuckians gather Christ-






BEER BELONGS in Kentucicy.
And sharing the cheery center
of attraction in the Kentucky
holiday season, you'll find beer,
tbe beverage ot wroderatioo.
C•opisk, Met Keartacky Diaisiota, U. S. Brewers Porrod
atios
111.1111111 IRESITEICIltiltiltiMIRTIlt Id MOM MIMISICEIT OE MORTEI








This streamlined, low-slung G-E
Ileauty delivers performance right
ap there with sets costing many
dollars more! Dial light for easy
reading ... polished brass pointer
for easy, exact tuning. Rich rose-
wood plastic case. Model 123.











We are sorry to report the
death of Mrs. Doyle Matheny of
McConnell. She was killed on the
Fulton-Martin highway just out-
side of Martin while driving
home from work Wednesday
evening, December 14. Mrs. Ma-
theny was formerly Ruby Jack-
son and was an employee of this
factory for several months. Be-
sides her husband, Doyle Ma-
theny, she leaves two young
daughters, Doris Fay, four and
Barbara Jean, two, her mother,
Mrs. Lonnie J4ickson, her father,
Govie Jackson, one sister, Mrs.
Ruthie Morgan and two brothers.
To her many friends and loved
ones we wish to express our
deepest sympathy. God bless you
all. We must try to bear in mind
that God does all things for the
best.
We would like to suggest to the
very few in Siegel City that
think the machine operators are
on a gravy train to rush down
immediately and register with
Frankie Laine for we think you
would make an ideal team head-
ing Frankie's "Mule Train."
Jane Wilson and Ann Madding
are heading the honor roll in the
loop tacking section this week .
Valda Turberville and Glenn
Roberts attended the Palmers-
ville-Dresden basketball game at
Dresden Saturday night.
E. E. Tosh had dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Daugherty Sun-
day.
We are glad to have with us
John Hogg of Brewston, Tenn.
He is training for machinest and
will only be here temporarily.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Alexand-
er and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Alex-
ander honored Gus Alexander,
Sr., with a birthday dinner Sun-
day. Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Hub Luther, Mr. and
Mrs. Woody Sheffer, Mr. and
Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Doss Anderson, Walter
Alexander and Mrs. Susan Alex-
ander.
Jerline Goodwin, Carline Boone
but price! munity Center Monday night.
and Evelyn Daugherty attended
a church social at Palestine Com-
Annabelle Weaver, Maye Car-
ter and Sarah Willey are absent
from work this week because of
illness.
Ann Madding and Dorothy are
also absent from work because of
illness.
Joe Brown says there is a lot I
want for Christmas but one
thing in particular I "don't" want
is rain. If you notice Joe's shoes
on Monday mornings you will
know that his lady love lives on




N o midget model—over 12'
wide, over 8" high! G-E Dyna-
power speaker. Easy-to-read




• This G-E portable's 
packed
with power, priced to your 
purse,
pleasing to look at, plays like a
dream! Maroon, ivory or light
gray cabinet Plenty pleasur
e




• Think of it! Both PM and A
M
at a price lower than many ordi-
nary radios! • General Electric
FM is genuine Armstrong FM —
virtually eliminates static, fading,
station interference! • Eteautiful,
crystal-clear reception you've never
heard before! • Plus powerful AM
reception! • Handsome, modern
mahogany plaatic cabinet!
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Lake Street Phone 1 Fulton, Ky.
"B" SECTION
Nettie Lee Copelen
Barbara Myers spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. 'Ed Atte-
I bury and Willis.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bennett and
girls spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
and Nancy visited Mr. and Mrs.
Walter McClanahan Sunday nite.
Mr. and Mrs. Mick Sanders
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Fergerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens
attended the American Legion
Christmas party at Water Valley
Saturday night.
Barbara Ann Bennett spent
Saturday night with Marietta and
Lutricia Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Robey of
Water Valley and Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Gill of Mt. Pelia spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Gill.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery McIntyre
and family spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Bud McIntyre.
Mrs. Evelyn Horn of St. Louis
spent the weekend with Mrs.
Dorothy Wilbur.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Lee of
Arlington spent Sunday after-
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Martin.
Mary Nell Page
Mr. and Mrk. Edward Hamon
and Beverly spent Saturday in
Paducah shopping.
Mrs. Tom White had supper
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Hawkins, Mary Nell Page
and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Critten-
den of Pilot Oak spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey.
Mrs. Jerry Neale was called to.
Akron, Ohio Wednesday of last
week because of the serious ill-
ness of her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Parton had
supper Sunday night with Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins, Mary
Nell Page and daughter.
Earl Taylor, Jr., left Sunday
for Jonesboro, Ark., to take up
his -new duties with the Lance
Company.
, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
had supper Sunday night with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Taylor.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Ruddle were his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ruddle and
sister, Miss Lillian Ruddle of
Farmington, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Chapman of Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Ardie Parker and
daughter of Paducah and Mr. and
Mrs. William N. Ruddle and
daughter.
Mary Nell Page spent Monday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Taylor and Mrs. Edith Nall.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead
and Jerry had supper Sunday
night with Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Payne of Latham. Mr. and Mrs.
Payne were celebrating their
25th wedding anniversary.
PERSONALS
Little Miss Linda Williams of
Brinkley, Ark., who is visiting
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Williams in Crutchfield, was
the weekend guest of Mrs. Wal-
ter Hill and Mss Grace Hill on
Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob White and
son, Bud accompanied their
daughter, Jane and Mrs. R. H.
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the latter two flew to Whittier,
California to attend the wedding
of Miss Barbara Askew.
Mrs. Murray P. McConnell and
little daughter, Mary Elizabeth,
will be the Christmas guests of
her mother, Mrs. Charlie Payne
on Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Williamson,
Sr., have returned to their home
in Martin afer a visie with her
sister, Mrs. L. A. Perry and Dr.
Perry on Eddings street.
Miss Katherine Homra of
Louisville will spend the Christ-
mas holidays with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra on Nor-
znan street.
J. C. Williamson, Jr., a studeni
of University of Tennessee,














and aunt, Dr. and Mrs. L. A. Per-
ry.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell will
spend the Christmas holidays
vvith their daughter, Mrs. Carl-
t9n Wilkes and family in Mem-
phis.
David Sundwickk, has returned
from a business trip to Nashville
Miss Emma Ruth Cavender of
Memphis State College is spend-
ing Christmas with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Cavender.
Ann Stoner of Mieray State
College, Murray, Ky., and Pau1C-,
Stone of Phillips University,
Enid, are spending the
holida).i with their parents, Rev.
and Mrs. Perry L. Stone.
Miss Marilee Beadles, who is
a student of Florida Southern
College, Lakeland, Fla., arrived
in Fulton to spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Yrs.
Frank Beadles on Third street.
There'll be aristmas crowds
on Long Distance, too
Long distance telephone lines will be
crowded on Christmas Eve and Christ-
mas Day. We'll be on the job doing
our best to put calls through. We've
added a lot of circuits and rearranged
others. Every switchboard will be in
service. Even so, there may be delays.
You'll get faster service if you do
your calling before Christmas Eve or
after Christmas Day.











CLAUDE JARMAN Jr DAVE BRIAN
RIIITI/E DUST in
FRIDAY - SATURDAY — DEC. 23 - 24











SUN. - MON. - TUES. -- DEC. 25 - 26 - 27 
YOUR BIG HOLIDAY HIT











in "FREf FOR ALL"
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Will my husband ever be, or
do any better than he is 
now?
Will he always drink and go with





No, your husband will never be
any better. You or he are not suit-
ed for each other. Yes, there is
hope for you. You can leave him
and start life over some place else
and that is what I would 
advise
you to do before you 
lose all
pride and before you tu
rn your
children against you. I thi
nk if
you will sit clown and 
talk mat-
ters over with yourself, I 
think
you vvill find you didn't love
 him
when you were married. 
Wasn't
it for security and a ho
me that
you married? I think so. So
 now
the best thing to do is quit 
be-
fore something bad hap
pens,
which will if you don't.
Dear Patricia:
I am a girl 21 years old and
planning on marriage the last of
this month or the first of Janu-
ary. Do you think I will be 
hap-
py. Do you think I will get a-
long? he go with other girls
sgf:c 1‘. fro: ng sae.: .146- ?!.‘ 7.%; 
r..gnanatta AC AC Ai:RC SICAC ag erg .1.c
's**- a*
God willing, there
will be no pain of




to all of you
DARNELL FURNITIURE COMPANY
r rivay, ueeemoer •zo, .1V4U
THESE WOMEN! By d'Alessici
"Uncle Fired! Please! You'll spoil





If you have such doubts in
your mind I would adyise you not
to marry as you don't love him.
If you were in love with him
you wouldn't be worrying about
such things. So if I were you I
would wait until I met the boy I
loved, because to marry a man
you don't love is to malc.e both his
and your life a living hell.
Dear Patricia:
Will I get a watch for Christ-
mas? I have asked for one, but
I just wanted you to tell me if I
would get one.
bridge club and their dates.
Misses Sue Easley and Joyce
Fields were hostesses for the
first course at the Easley.bome,
which was beautifully deCbrated
within keeping of the holiday
season.
The salad course was served at
the home of Miss Ann McDade
with IVIiss Cissy Murphy co-
hostess.
The guests then went tct the
home of Miss Anne Latta on Sec- 11
ond street for the main course. 1
Misses Carmen Pigue, Amelia
Parrish and Janice Wheeler were V
co-hostesses. Covers for•22 1.vere
laid at the dining table and card
tables and delicious dinner was
tree. 
burg, Tenn., was the weekend } Mrs. Ivora 
Cantrell has
Late in the evening Miss White 
guest of Miss Sue Moore in High- dismissed from the Fulton
served delicious refreshments to lan
ds I oital.
the following guests: Miss Ann 
 
McDade, Dan Collins, Miss Anne
Latta, Jack Thorpe, Miss Cissy
Murphy, Jerry Forrest, Miss Car-
men Pigue, George Stevens of
Senatobia, Miss., Miss Nancy Wil-
son, Billy Browning, Miss Joyce
Fields, Tom McKnight, Miss Sue
Easley, Billy Mott Jones, Miss
Jane White, Bob Vowell, Miss
Betsy Whitesell, Jerry Atkins,
Miss Janice Wheeler, Bobby Clif-
ton, Miss Amelia Parrish and
Glen Ray Powell.




THROW AWAY mut old truss 
with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
IT'S IIERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENT
ION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPOR
T
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers
 as world's
greatest dscovery for rupture — Laats Indefinitely 
— Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight






Dear V. B.: 
The dining table was centered
Yes, you will get a watch for 
with an artistic arrangement of
Christmas. 
:Santa a.nd his reindeers on a
, mirrored plaque. Lighted red
Dear Patricia: 
'tapers centered the card tables.
W11 my boy friend come home The dessert course 
was served
for the Christmas holidays. at the home of Miss
 Nancy Wilson
K. M. with Miss Betsy Whitesell co-
Dear K. M.:
I would say no, a-, thic boy is
in some kind of armed services
hostess.
The group then went to the
home of Miss Jane White, where
and is far away. gifts were exchanged from the
Patricia Latane beautifully lighted Christmas /1._nallINPAR1•710131070/1FFRO 70171 0310M TAFXR31113157.575701010 30176 n rA71.;:'"•11711015,".‘11/411741171011171111





Members of the Younger Set
enjoyed a lovely progressive din-
ner party Saturday night: The 1
naisswasasasalhataftraaaansWilasaassaalanta


































"West Kentucky's newest & most modern"
We Carry a Large and Complete Line of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMIPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG HAPPY HOGAN WRAY WA
RD
LOCATED ON CHURCIFI STREET
ACROSS FROM ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Whether it is a diamond, watch, ring or some other gift of
beauty and charm, you will find our store filled with gifts that
will bring happiness and appreciation to the receiver of one













Hamilton, Elgin, Longines-Wittnauer, and Bulo va Watches
 for Ladies and Gentlemen
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT - - - NEVER UNDERSOLD
USE OUR LAY - AWAY PLAN
Wailllenfd efeWebtit Cg104e
224 Lake Street Fulton Phone 98
Bown through the ages comes
the glorious Christmas story. In
this timeless, ageless season we
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J. V. CASH MOTOR CO.
































































Friday, December 23, 1949
PLAY IT SAFE
• k •Don t Mix.Gaiety With Danger
When Celebrating Christmas
While Christmas is the merriest of all seasons of the year it
can also be a time of tragedy if certain hazards aren't avoided and
some particular precautions taken.
The National Safety Council an-
nually points out that the Christ-
mas holidays are the most danger-
ous of the year, usually replete
with casualties, home accidents.
fires and falls. •
• The council has listed the follow-
ing "don'ts" and precautions which
if remembered will help make this
Christmas season a safe one:
The Christmas tree shouldn't be
placed near a stove or fireplace.
Don't give children any toys
that could prove dangerous,
such as those with sham Point&
11 toys are operated with elec-
tricity, be sure some puissant
supervises their use.
The Christmas tree should not be
decorated with lighted candles.
Carefully-wired electric bulbs de-
finitely are much safer.
—Don't leave • lighted tree Un-
guarded at any time. One should
be on the lookout for fire all the
time the tree is lighted. Especially
dangerous is the practice of some
families in leaving the Christmas
tree lighted and unwatchecb all
eight long. asst
One should ne. er tube a rick-
ety, unsafe ladder in decor
the tree.
Don't place Christmas candles
near the tree, curtains, papei
wreaths or any other inflammable
decorations.
Remember, the Christmas tree
can be made fire-resistant. Accord
ing to the United States forestry
service, it can be done in this man.
nen Divide the weight of your tree
by four and buy that many pounde
of animonium sulphate. Dissolve
in water—one and one-half pinta
of water to each pound of amnia
Mum sulphate. Cut the end of you'
tree trunk on a diagonal. Put SOM11
of the solution in a jar and stick
the diagonal butt of the tree intc
it. Add more solution as the tree
drinks it up.
Don't be excessive about
Christmas "spirits."
Keep toys out of places whirs
people might trip over them.
Remove the tree from the boost
before it dries out. ,11
During Christmas you'll probably
have many guests, so sprinkle sell




We've won the battle
We (get ours from














Soprano Jane Wilson is heard
on the "Fred Waring" program
Saturdays at 10 a.m., EST over
WLW-NBC.
Phone 470 tor Job Printing.
• ITS ALL WHISKEY
• Its Straight Whiskey
• BOTTLED in BOND
• Straight 90-Proof
Sl;••-:!ght, Fifths Bond, Fifths
$425 $475
At Your Favorite Package Store
"You'll be Glad Tomorrow
You bought Straight Whiskey today"
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
WEST STATE LME
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There will be a Christmas tree
and progsam at the State Line
Mission on December 22. There
was a good attendance both Sat-
urday evening and Sunday after-
noon. Rev. Earl Baird of Cayce
was in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
•ind family moved Monday from
the Nugent place on Middle road
to Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive, Mr.
ind Mrs. Howard Milam and Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Olive spent Friday
in Paducah shopping.
Gip, the little six weeks old
puppy of Dickey Collier, was
carried to the hospital Monday of
last week and brought home Fri-
day. he was suffering of pneu-
monia. Dickey is sure Gip will
be alright, now.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
children spent Sunday with her
sister, and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Lynch and Leroy of Har-
ris.
.Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom at-
tended church at the Mission
Sunday afternoon and the Rice-
vile Baptist Church Sunday even-
ing.
Mrs. Jackie Hicks is on the
sick list. Mrs. Hicks is 85 years
old.
Quite a few of our farmers are
busy getting their tobacco ready
for market as there was such a





Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
Mrs. Edgar Grissom suffered ing. Mrs. Jimm e McDade and family I and the staff of the News a very
attack of appendicitis this past'. Mrs. Hillman Collier and chil- of Fulton. • I Merry Christmas and a 'Happy




Warmed by the Star 
of Christmas,
The heart grows 
tall and strong;
And every passing 
stranger's voice
, Echoes the 
angels' song;
All men are 
friends—all friends are 
dear--
So, Merry 
Christmas, friendsl Good 
cheer,







rinIME'S coming when the air is full
.1 of g,,od spirits, and we all feel
r Ipper — but what about that
Buick of yours?
'et winter driving is roughest on
( irs—and even though it still hand)es
Le a s‘s eetheart, your Buick may
ive slipped a notch or so in perform-
-ice, or gradually acquired a.squeak
)t• hav-en't been aware of.
thiS • • •do
ring it to us for one of our winter
.,ne-ups, plus a special winter
LUBR1CARE treatment. (This Lub-
ricare is something you and your
Buick should know about — it's an
over-all trouble-check, plus a wonder-
fully thorough lubrication routine!)
Between these two refreshing treat-
ments, you'll have all your Buick's
glad and breezy power back—plenty
of Fireball zoomph to pull y—ou out of
any traffic fuss. You'll have a quiet-
riding body and chassis that make
every mile a glad glide. And you'll
have top mileage efficiency, with a
motor that starts on the coldest morn-
ing as quick as a scared alarm clock!
Why put it off? Our service is quick
and expert, our prices lower than
you'd think:The driving pleasure you
get is immense. Phone us now and
make a holi-date for bringing your
Buick's spirits up to those of the
season!
Buick care keels mak
s best
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY






You Can Buy --
JOHN DEERPTRACTOR






BEGINNING AT 10:00 A. M. AT THE
ROBERT PITTS HOME
One mile west of Pierce Station, Tenn.: I% miles
south of the Fulton-Union City Highway
The following will be offered at auction:
ar JP Aftortru
1-1Model H. John Deere tractor
equipped with disc, cultivator
and breaking plow; in extra
good conditon.
—Nlassey - Harris tractor tnow-
er, one year old.
—4-,.vheel tractor trailer.
—Good milk cows.
3—Brood sows and 22 pigs eight
weeks old.
2—Male hogs. weigh 200 pound
each.
150 Bales extra good bean hay.
Some horse drawn tools, and gear
and harness.
.*dire Household and Kitchen Furniture inchuling
t;as Range. I 1—Large Oil Cir
culating Heater.
IO-ft. Electric Frigidaire, new. I—Electrie Washing Ma
chine.
Lots of other items too numerous to mention.
ROBEE PITTS, OWNER
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
fa" on MOVilitegigitliCSICOKSIMCNIEIVOICIIISKOVAC%CACftSirteiririftegteleiNOLVICinli










Beyond the gas males
AlLENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON, KY.
orannmmmmlannmmnmwmacNmnnmpaybutimmmmmmn
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CARD OF THANKS
I wish to take this method of RODENTS HERE
CLASSIFIED ADS thanking my relatives, friends
Bl• I —SELL--h1RE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.




We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
Al] classified ads are cash in
tAvance.
AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass
Co. Phone 909.
SECOND HAND clothes; assort-
ed line; bargains. Bruce
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Fulton.
SECOND HAND clothes: 50 wool
skirts for 25c, shoes from 10c
to $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c
to $1.00. Bruce Second Hand




and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton. Ky.
WE REPAIR, rebuild or make
any kind of woodwork; frames
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
street extension, Fulton.
WANTED: Country hams. Cur-
rent market prices paid.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
FOR SALE: One good Jersey
milk cow. One Farmall B
tractor and cultivators. Hom-
er Underwood. Fulton - Union
City Highway. Phone Union
City 1596-J-3.
FOR SALE: One "Button Crush-
and neighbors for their prayers,
kindess and cards while in the
hospital and since I came home.
I also want to thank Drs. Glynn
and Ward Bushart and nurses for
their splendid services while in
the hospital. May God bless each
and everyone of you. This is my
prayer. •
I thank you again,
Mrs. Cecil Page •
(Continued irom Page One)
Soutb-Fulton City governments.
* * * • * * *
Crain expresses his apprecia-
tion to members of the Fulton
Rotary Club, to officers on tht
Fulton and South Fulton police
departments for their "fine co- .
operation" in assisting him with I
his survey.
 '44 * • • • • • •
WANTED TO BUY: Upright pi- A recently-completed similar
=O. Woodwork may be scarred survey of Paducah disclosed at
or dirty,- and may be badly out least one typhus-carrying rat
of tune, but keys and works in- there, and that city has under-
side must be in good working*taken to adopt a district garbage
order. Will pay cash, where is 'disposal program, using cans and
as is. Phone 470 or write Ful- budying of the Collected garbage.
C. C. Crain, supervisor for the
Kentucky Department of Health,
has been in Fulton making the
survey personally; he has been
assisted by Harry Barry.
Results of the laboratory
dnalysis and blood tests of the
rats captured will be made
available in a few days, it is an-
nounced: however, it can well be
pointed out here that each rat
will cause an annual damage of







Engineer Beasley is taking a
two weeks vacation which is be-
ing spent in Carbondale III.
Fireman Ralph Winstead is ,
taking a vacation.
We are sorry to hear that fire- ' COPPER CLAD *
man 7ate out of the Memphis- ,
Fulton pool is quite ill at his MITLEcS
home in Memphis. gEEL
We are glad to hear that little I
Diana Sharpe, daughter of Mr. •
and Mrs. Johnny Sharpe, and i
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. I
Pat Matheny, is getting along I
nicely in a Memphis isolation
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Townsend
are planning a visit with their
son during the Christmas holi-
days. .
Traveling Engineer J .H. Wil-
son of Jackson, Tenn., was in Ful-
ton Monday on business.
Brakeman Alston is on a vaca-
tion.
T. W. Oliver is on his vacation.
Charles Lee spent last weekend
in Jackson with his family.
Mrs. C. B. Choate, Mrs. Loyd
Dyer -and son, Bobby, have re-
turned to their home in Jackson
er'', since the installation of I after a visit with the J. W. Cole-
our new Button sew Machine
which replacss all the buttorr,
On OUP customers shirts, ).v(
have eliminated the "Buttor
Crusher" entirely. — O. K
LAUNDRY.
GIVE A TYPEWRITER for
Xmas. Place your order now
and don't be disappointed.
Supply limited. FULTON OF-
FICE SUPPLY CO., Typewrit-
ers—Adding Machines — Cash




201 Plain Phone 55
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in
stalled. Parlcs Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High-
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
111ANTED: Housekeeper, work
easy. Good pay. Phone 7083.
Martin, Tenn.
mans. •
Martin Henry Warren is on a
two weeks vacation.
Engineer L. Brasewell is back
to work after a two weeks vaca
tion.
. SANTA CLAUS LETTERS
(Continued from Page One)
els.
Lana Kay Grubbs
Route No. 3. Martin, Tenn
Dear Santa Claus:
I a ma little girl seven years
old. You have been so nice to me
all my seven years I am not ask-
ing for anything for myself. I
have a little play room full of
toys; I take good care of my
"lings, but there is a. little girl
lives close to me that don't have
a good .mind; she don't go
school, can't read nor write.
Please bring her something nice:
her name is (we told Santa ..
eds) Water Valley, Ky. Lives






in the heavens shine
happiness this year.











Clod with Copper ... famous
chefs prefcr it.
Stainless Steel ... for lifetime












are so filmy and so lovely they're
meant for holiday moods. Get
them for yourself or send there
as a gift. Their pet-Jonah:4 pro-
portions and chic shades make
them an emphatic -must".
I 15 DENIER51 GAUGESIZES 8 - 1150
ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake St. Fulton
Ful°'" 'alummmmmemmmmmmnmmmmnnrsmmmmaonnxece
s,
It may rot fit in the Chimney — but it will be fre most
Welcome Gift in the House!
Give
Furniture
• For Christmas Cheer
Throughout The Year
For lasting memories of
a wonderful Christmas
.... choose beautiful.
enduring gifts for your
home from McDade Furn-
iture Company. Make tin.;




































Decorate Your Doorway To Reflect
The Holiday Hospitality Within
Let the festive holiday spirit
begin at your own doorway. A
special decoration for the front
entrance not only extends your
holiday hospitality but is a
friendly greeting to all who pass
your home during the Christmas
season.
The three suggested arrange-
ments pictured abo've might be
applied to almost any home—
large or small—with slight modi-
fication.
Bells and boughs, accented
with glowing illuminated cand-















holiday of all renew,
its happiness each
year. A very Merry
Christmas.
SMITH'S CAFE
--a n d —
HICKORY LOG BAR:B-0






Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Dec. 16, 1949
for a recessed doorway. As pict-
ured at the left above, colored
bulbs are used in the three fire-
proof papier-mache bells above
the door.
Strings of colored outdoor
bulbs are also nestled in the
evergreen boughs along the eav-
es. Twin candles flanking the
doorway are products of a home
workshop. Although the candles
shown above are made of paint-
ed composition board with
flames of translucent material
such as plastic, cellophane or
spun glass, you can make similar
ones quickly with a piece of pipe,
sturdy can or crock for a holder
and a single outdoor socket wit,11
a colored bulb for a flame.
The simple dignity of the door-
way at the right above is ach-
ieved by placing a projector
floodlight in a swivel-type hold-
er and positioning it is so that
it is aimed at the handsome
wreath of Christmas greens on
the door.
Another simple yet effective
lighted doorway shown at the
lower right uses strings of color-
ed outdoor Christmas lights and
long needle pine boughs. Three
glistening silver bells with musi-
cal clappers proclaim the gold-
lettered message JOY as the door
is opened for guests.
When using spot or flood to
highlight door arrangements,
General Electric lighting special-
ists recommend that lamps be
concealed by shrubbery, boxes or
cans so that only the effect of
the light is visible from the st.
Christmas party by exchanging
gifts.
Neal McAlister was delight-
fully surprised Wednesday night
when a group of his friends and
relatives gathered at the Legion
Hall to help him celebrate his
birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillard Hopkins
of Detroit visited Wednesday
with Mrs. M. E. Aydelotte and
Stella.
Those who were seen Christ-
mas shopping in Mayfield Thurs-
day were: Mrs. Lena Brown,
Mrs. Clara Bratton, Mrs. Ethel
Melton Miss Odell Puckett, Harry
Weeks and Mr. Hayden.
Mrs. Lucille Charlton, Mrs.
Mabel Tibbs and Mrs. Maybelle
Laird shopped in Fulton Thurs-
day afternoon.
C. C. Doran of Mayfield visited
quite a few of the business men
here Thursday. Mr. Doran travel-
ed for Covington Brothers Whole-
sale Grocery for several years.
Every one enjoyed seeing him
again and are hoping he will
visit here again soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Latta of
Memphis spent Wednesday night
with his sister, Miss Ruby Latta.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Richmond
and children of Martin visited his
father, A. S. Richmond Wednes-
day afternoon.
A group of members of the
Methodist Church sponsored a
pounding for the pastor, Rev.
Bryan Bishop. A good time was
reported by all who attended.
The S. O. S. (Sew,on Some-
thing) Club held its regular
meeting with Mrs. Martha Bard
Friday night. Sunshine gifts
were exchanged and names were
drawn for the coming year. A
wonderful tirne was had at the
Christmas party in Mrs. Bard's
new home.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Walker of
the Lynnville community spent
Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett
spent Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
Members of the American Le-
gion post No. 285 and Auxiliary
enjoyed a supper and Christmas
party Saturday night at the Le-
gion Hall. Gifts were exchanged
among those present.
Miss Martha Culpepper spent
Sunday in Fulton.
Members of the Methodist
Sunday School enjoyed a Christ-
ArchaeologIsts' Findings
Bear Out Bible Stories
ArchaeologistS findings ottUmes
serve to futiher establish the au-
thenticity of the story of Jesus.
QUlY recently a group discovered
the name ot Jesus, carved before
70 A.D. and perhaps by an (+ye-
ti-linen; to the crucifixion, among
inscriptions on 11 early Christian ,
burial 1,trrl found in a eavi iin the I
Jerusaleni•Bethlehem road.
The urns may provide the "oldest
archaeological record of Christian-
ity" and an historical confirmation
9.1 the trial and erucifixion of
sftrist, the arehaeologists said.
A sect at Hebrews, who followed
Jesus, denounced Pontius Pilate
and mourned the cruclfixcia at
their leader, was believed to have
left the vrritings OA the urns in the
cave.
The Hebrew and Aramic inscrip-
tions contained common names like
Simeon, and Matti. The
Greek inscripUons and symbols be-
side them contained references to




The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service of the Methodist
Church met Monday afternoon
with Mrs. Roy Latta.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett, Mrs.
J. C. McAlister and Harold Puck-
ett shopped in Mayfield Tut-1;day
afternoon.
Among those on the sick list
this week are: Mrs. Beadles By-
rn, Miss Ruby Latta, Mrs. Pearl
Pigue and John Latta.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
James Pewitt on the birth of a
son Tuesday, December 13. He
has been named Dannie Ray.
Mrs. Virgil Arnett shopped in
Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Porter Pillow entertained
her sewing club Wednesday with
a luncheon at one o'clock. They






Enjey- good radio re-
ception these cold win-
try evening of the next
three months. Let our
expert service depart-
ment replace faulty
parts and restore your









and all the trimmings served








mas tree Sunday morning. Gitls
were exchanged.
Mrs. Eura Hall and Jearlene
shopped in Mayfield Saturday.
No man, however learned, can
be called a cultured man while
there remains an unbridged gap
between his reading and his life.
—J. C. Powys.
The highest purpose of intellee-
T. H. "Tom" Cawden•








tual cultivation is, to g,ive a nweiM
a perfect knowledge and mastesir
of his own inner seit—Novadia.
HU LOANS I
IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Phone 540 Fulton 200 Walnut
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Simple. unadorned
thoughts are best at
Christmas. So we
would only wish you a
joyful and happy holi-
day seas-on. when
every step you take in-
creases your desire to
be a friend to man.
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MINH FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street
.inn Whitnel Ralph Breeden
11.m-ensed Funeral Director Apprentice Funeral Director
P. C. Jones,
Licemed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
Far Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Clinilinag Funeral Home for, and Member of:
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OUR SINCEREST WISHES
FOR A BRIGHT AND NIERRY





MAIN ST. FULTON, HY.
SPEAKING OF CHRISTMAS . . . Throughout the world wherever
Christmas is celebrated it is customary to place a lighted candle in the
window . . . The legend is that candlcs originally were set out to light
the Christ child's way as he made his visits through the children ... One
explanation of the custom of hang
mg stockings on Christmas Eve
a•calls the baronial halls of England !
. - where huge fireplaces were coll.!'
111
4111., stantly in use . . . Each Christmas
11117/4 !burned steadily as long as the feast-
, a special log, the Yule log, was
'thrown on the fire . . . This log
ing and celebrating continued. Nat-
- urally, it burned with a pungent
odor and stockings were hung over
Isis"
the fireplace to absorb some of this
odor and to protect the owners from
evil spirits . . Christmas Eve, 1863.
saw near tragedy in Virginia City, Nevada ... Two friends celebrated
with a terrific round of festivity . . . Just as dawn was breaking, they
embarked on a perilous pzomenade over the town's rooftops . . . A
policeman, mistaking them for burglars, drew his revolver and prepared
to shoot—but a passerby stopped him . . . Had he fired and the bullets
found the mark, the world would have been deprived of two great
humorists—Artemus Ward (Charles Farrar Browne) and Mark Twain
(Samuel Clemens) . . Mince pies,
so long a part of our Christmas
tradition, originally had a deeply
symbolic significance . . . The first
mince pies were patterned in oblong
shape, after the manger in which
Christ was born . . . The crust rep-
resented the gold brought by the
Three Wise Men; the many spices,
the frankincense and myrrh . On
May 11, 1659, the general court of
Massachusetts Bay outlawed Christ-
mas . . Anyone celebrating, stop-
ping work, serving holiday fare or
deviating from normal daily life would be fined five shillings . . The
righteous Puritans were sure they were acting wisely—for how could I
good Christians condone the pagan origin of Christmas? Did not such
a holiday encourage excess in eating and drinking? . . . It was 22 years
Wore that law was repealed.
I to spend his Christmas vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I Harry Murphy on Second street.
Miss Barbara Homra arrived
Friday from Lindenwood Col-
lege, St. Charles, Mo., to spend
the holidays with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Foad Hornra on
I Norman street.
Dr!? SON A LS
Joe Davis of Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis. will spend the
holidays with his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Davis on Eddings
street.
MiSs Marian Maxfield of Chi-
cago will arrive thi,- week +o
spend the holidays v.,ith her r,r-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Maxfield
on Third street.
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A. C. Butts &Sons
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Friel&
and Mrs. Carey Frields spent
Wednesday in Mayfield shopping.
objeuftawiLdakAughssaseaskanamsuunducusiasinsiumisnaelia
PECANS WANTED
Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carload.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
Write or Telephone CEntral 2100
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THE HAPPY SPIRIT OF CHNSTAIAS
IS DEEP IN OUR HEARTS
LET IT ECHO IN THE
STRENGTH OF OUR vOICES AS WE
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For the Fifty-Third Year
It is our pleasure to
thank you for your
patronage and wish
you and yours ...
4 Me Chitalmaa
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Notice to Members of
MOOSE LODGE NO,. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:






to all of you.





PUCKETT & SON SERVICE STATION








A holiday season brightened
with the rare joys-of the
good old days of long ago—
that's our Christmas wish for you.
Ne.;4 .,:,
PARISIAN LAUNDRY 6, CLEANERS
Phone 14 220 4th St. Fulton, Ky.
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
•
Christmas carols express better and a great home day with
than anything else, probably, the neighborly feeling, so it grew
true spirit of Christmas. and flourished in that country.
The word "carol" itself signifies Little bands and groups of singers
joy and was originally used to ac- which sprang up in the towns and
company a dance. William Wallace villages came to be known as
Fyfe concludes that the term carol "Waits." A natural explanation of
"signifies a song of joy or exulta- the name seems to be that it refers
tion." Another definition states: "A to watching and waiting, for Christ-
carol is a hymn of praise especial- mas Eve is called the Vigil of
ly such as is sung at Christmas in Christmas.
the open air." As early as December which
In England, which gave /merles is the day dedicated to St. Thomas,
most of its carols, they were some-
times gay and sometimes convivial
until the time of the Puritans, who
tried to suppress the Christmas
spirit.
After the Restoration, the re-
ligious nature of the day was
for a time almost forgotten In
the reaction from Puritanism,
and the carol was temporarily
lost in the songs.
There are many quaint customs
iis:,ociated with the early 'carolers
that might be used today to break
thii monotony of going. from house
tii house singing Christmas hymns.
It was about the 16th cuitury
that caroling s became a Christmas
custom, and is supposed to have
been brought to England from Italy
by the traveling clergy. The first
real Christmas carol is attributed
to St. Francis of Assisi v.to made
a model of the Bethlehem manger
to help him tell his people the
Christmas story.
The idea of caroling fitted ad-
•
mirably into the English con-
seption ot Christmas as a com-
bination of religious celebration
mummers and carolers would begin
going from door to door, announc-
ing the great feast at hand. It was
natural for the householders to
offer hospitality to these Christmas
troubadours, and gradually in many
places the custom of giving alms
and presents of various kinds was
established.
This benign custom threat- ,,,
ened at one time in England to
become a profession and to lose
its original simple charm.
For a period beginning just when .1
no one knows and ending in 1820, 4
there were in London and West-
minster companies of "Waits"
whose leaders held office by pub-
lic appointment and who obtained tl
an exclusive right to solicit con-
tributions from the public.
The carolers were often accont-
I V
panied by entertainers who gave a
spirit of revelry to the occasions.
The mummers often interrupted the
singing to give their interpretation
of "St. George and the Dragon."
'rumblers, dressed in bright red.
would perform their arta eti akil 1111
entertain the onlookers.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
visited relatives in Dresden and
Martin Sunday. PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets Plidhan.liaziordri
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNSEAK WALTER TRIEMPRIL
Licensed Funeral Licensed Mineral
Director and Embalmer Director and Itnibahmer
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Attoo rate to Sav
7/tevty ektat4444.
"S Rajdestvom Xristovym."
That's what a Russian would say
to you it you were in Russia on
Christmas day and he wished to ex.
tend the season's greetings.
The phrase Is the Russian's way
ot saying: "Merry Christmas."
In the past, the Russian's Christ
mas was closely associated with
his church; but how the day is ob,
served now that the religious lift
has been subjugated in the Soviet,
one would have to be behind ths
"iroq curtain" to know.
But it was not always like that
In other days, the Russian Christ.
mas was much like the Ukrainian
There was a Santa Claus Icnown a!
"Dedushica Moroz" and there wen!
traditional gifts of red boots foi
children and golden slippers foi
young girls.
In certain parts of the counts,
the "baboushka" (grandmother)
was the legendary dispenser ot
gifts. According to one story, shi
repented of unkindness and evei
since has tried to make amendii
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to you, sinoete good ',Dr a Happy Y,..-(-1710































Phone 470 for Job Printing. 4
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We couldn't say for sure that you're on Santa Claus' gift list. All we can be cer-
tain about is that your name is on our list of those we wish all the 
season's joys.









Friday, December 23, L949
AUSTIN SPRINGS
Airs. Carey Frields
Miss Dorothy Mathis is doing
nicely in Cripple Child's Clinic
in Louisville with part of her cast
removed. She is receiving many
get well cards and personal notes
hut that doesn't remove all the
homesickness for the little miss
to be home at Christmas time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett and
daughter, Paula, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ishamel Byars spent the
past week in Nashville and were
guests at ,the Grand Ole Opry
Saturday night
Mrs. Grace Cavender is a pa-
tient in the Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Karen and Clifton Cherry will
leave this week for Detroit
where they will be house guests
of Mrs. Frields' parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Covene Hasting,s.
LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALI.MAN TM SHOP




excellent gifts of gladness.
GUY WEBB WELDING & MACHME SHOP
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P. H. WEAKS' SONS
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
 (1411111111111011113M ,
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Ken
tucky
Quite a bit of tobacco was
stripped during this rainy, damp
season and will be removed to
market in Mayfield and Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
spent the week in this village
with parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mathis.
The high crew has been
transferred to another section
and we are knee deep in mud
due to the recent rain. The halt
has come because road machinery
can not be haadled at the presPnt
We just hope for some fair
weatiler so they may continue to
lay this road so much ndeed here.
Mr. and Mit. Wayne Puckett
are home now since the closing
for Christmas holidays of the
Martin garment factory, 3.vhere
each are employed.
May tse News, its staff, corres-
pondents and readers enjoy a





ENO OF THE RAINBOW ... The
rainbow of at least one human de-
sire had fulfillment at the end
when Judy Sue Warachauer found
herself face to face with the doll
of her dreams—and it was the very




world, research and study show V
that Christ's nativity has been cele- V
brated in January, March, April, V
May. September and October by VVvarious peoples.
V
And although few people know its
it was for the purpose of substitut-
ing a Christian festival for pagan
ones of Romans and Druids that
celebrations of Christmas in Decem-
ber were popularized.
No historian pretends to fix
the actual date of Christ's birth
or the date at which Christman
became a general festival.
About all that is knou-n is that
during the fourth century' the feast
of the Nativity was observed in all
western world churches at differ-
ent dates.
The confusion resulLng from cele-
brations in seven months of the
year caused the western church
authorities to meet in 340 to set
a definite date for the celebration.
The eastern churches did not co-
operate until the sixth century when
Decerriber 25 was set as the day to
be observed.
Tbe question ha.s arisen in-
munerable times ..s to o hy
December was selezted as the
month for rejoicing. The answer
' First Baptist Church had its an-
. nual Christmas dinner party at
the Derby Cafe Monday evening
'at 7:30 o'clock.
I Places were laid for twenty-
Ione at a long table centered with
an artistic arrangement of white
candles in long silver trays gar-
landed with holly and ever-
greens A large mirror encircled
with greenery reflected a beauti-
fully Christmas tree.
Following the delicious dinner,
games of bingo were enjoyed.
Late in the evening gifts were
exchanged.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Christian Science" is the sub-
ject of the Lesson-Sermon which
will be read in all Christian
Science churches throughout the
world on Sunday, December 25,
1949.
Among the citations which
; comprise the Lesson-Sermon 
is
the following from the B
ible:
"And Jesus went about all t
he
cities and villages, teaching i
n
their 'synagogues, and preachin
g
the gospel of the kingdom. an
d
healing every sickness and every
disease among the people."
The Lesson-Sermon also in-
cludes the following pasage fro
m
While December is now the month The Lottie Moon Circle 
of the the Chr;sthan Science tex
tbook,
in which Christ's birthdav is cele. ,






Is that this month uss chosen 408 Lake Street Phones 70-428
 it
in order that a Christian fes- 1
Ural could compete w.iti those V
.1 the PaganS, because Denise- VONSIIIIMIEMPRIMPIIIRMIStrarialleSXMIIMMISX17/11111•3113112/AMI
SISIAIPS7074,
her was noted for ita feasts
and holidays in nearly every
civWsed land.
Greeks, Romani, Saxons and
Scandmavians all took part in the I
celebration of these festivals which I
bad originated before the birth oil
Christ.
From the Saxons came the cere-
mony of burning the Yule log. The
Saxons burned great bonfires in
honor of their god Thor. From the
Romans came the giving of pres-
ents, for this custom has been traced
to the Roman Saturnalia.
It may seem strange to claim that
the pagan riotousness might be
the forebear of ttie Christian holiday
Of goodness and love, but inter-
mingled with that which was objec-.
tionable, were things that have
gone straight to the hearts of peo-


























9: A. M. UNTIL 11 A. M.
To all of our friends and customers, we express
our sincere thanks for their patronage through
the year, and to each, Wish a ...
MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS
CITY DRUG CO.
C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist; Owner
•••••..
"Science and Health with Key 
to I divine origin of Science is dem-
the Scriptures" by Mary 
Baker I onstrated through the holy influ-
Eddy: "Divine Science derive
s its ence of Truth in healing sickness
sancticrn from the -Bible, and th











*0— HAPPIEST SEASON OFI 
OUR WARM AND SIN-
CEREST GREETINGS GO
OUT TO YOU AT THIS
THE YEAD
SAWYER'S MARKET
Phone 234 Fourth St.
Fulton. -.Kentucky
1117e7071/71117,071071070,07920,STOXIIIMX170110rallenfirell11.710111/1111611tearellt
As thr anniversary of thr 
(6rrat 1E11,11
bratus nigh um rxtenb to onr 
anb all our
brst wishes for a haapit Chri
stmas srn,
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It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
The warmth of spirit
that accompanies
every Christmas season
is with us again
in 1949. Our wish is
that you can




Phone 201 — 217 Main Street
Phone 1540 — Walnut Street
Fulton, Kentucky
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
JelIthe*
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Amon& the myriad problems
which beset parents at Christmas
time are the many questions trom
the small-fry about Santa Claus.
And the 'business of telling Junior
or his little sister the truth about
the jolly old gentleman in the red
suit is really a major task.
However, the situation is bound
to arise, and when it dues, it does
something to your heart strings—
so you draw the little ones close
and cast about for the best ex-
planation.
Oddly enough, the true story
Is best—and the easiest to tell.
So why not just tell the Httle
ones this?: •
St Nicholas (or Nicolas) is Santa
Claus' real name. He lived in Asia
Minor and was the beloved bishop
of the Greek church of Myra in
Lycia. He is the patron saint of the
young, and in some European coun-
tries a person dressed as a bishop
still assembles the children and
distributes gifts of nuts, sweetmeats
and other nice things to the good
boys and girls.
Children loved St. Nicholas and
trudged along beside him as he
trudged the dusty roads of the
Lycia countryside, bringing fruit
and candy to the sick and needy.
One of many stories told of
his goodness concerns a poor
and honest man and his three
good and beautiful daughters.
'The father was unhappy for
poverty prevented his giving
the customary dowries to his
daughters, and for this reason
they could never have suitable
husbands.
One night a bag of coins was
tossed in at the man's window. The
next night the act was repented.
But on the third night the father
watched, and the anonymous giver
was detected. The lolly bishop stood
with the third bag of coins in his
hands. The father was very proud
and would not accept the money.
The good bishop begged 03e poor
man to accept the gifts and use
them tor his daughters' dowries,
requesting that his name never be
revealed.
At last, the father accepted the
money for his daughters, but he
could not keep the name of the
generous bishop secret — so the
legend of the goodness of St. Nicho-
las was further spread and
strengthened.
The practice of placing burning
candles in the windows on Christ-
: mas .eve is tied up with an Irish
custom which holds the thought of
the Christ child alone in the dark,
needing light for his way.
• • •
When buying toys for children
remember that those of the con-
structive types are best—they devel-
op the youngster.a' ingenuity.
• • •
The wild boss has been revered
from ancient times, and was espe-
cially honored at Christmastime,
for having taught mankind the art
of plowing by rooting Into the
ground with his tusks. '
I PERSONALS
•
SHIRT-SLEEVED SANTA .. It's
not a common subject for discus-
sion, but Santa Claus sometimes
does take off his coat and just
lounge around in his beard and
shirtsleeves. However, this is not
standard procedure, a n d it's
mighty few Santas you see sitting




One of the most impressive cus-
toms in the world is observed iA
Switzerland where the "singing at
the fountains" is done by the Se-
bastiani brotherhood in t.he pictur-
esque spa town of Rheinfelden.
Aceording to the Swiss writer
Gottleib Wyss, the custom is more
than 400 years old, dating from 1540
when a plague, sweeping through
many lands, visited Rheinfelden.
Twelve men formed a brotherhood
in honor of St. Sebastian, promising
to pray to him to safeguard their
town from further distress. They
also undertook to nurse those af-
flicted by the pie Tile and to bury
its victims. 4.141
If one of their own members died,
the brethren acted as pallbearers,
and up to the present day, by their
own selection, the membership of
the brotherhood has remained at 12.
Pestilence in the medieval period
was ascribed to the evil spirits in
the water, and when the Sebastian'
brethren make their rounds of
seven fountains on Christmas eve,
they start at the fountain in the
"Froschweide" where the plague
started in the 16th century. After
singing for the seventh time near
the town church, they join its con-
gregation for midnight mass, first
placing their quaint mounted lan-
tern, with its lighted candle, before
the altar of St. Sebastian.
For their Christmas eve singing
at twelve, brethren are dressed in
dark clothes and black silk top-hats.
Around their lantern-bearer they
stand in a circle and three times,
as the name of Christ is mentioned
in their song. they uncover their
heads. •
On New Year': eve, between
and 10 o'clock, the Brethren maks
another round of the fountains, this
time singing an old song which
concludes with the wish that St.
Sebastin may intercede for ali
the New Year so that they may be
safeguarded from war, pestilence
and oth'er
Billy 1A'ilson, a student of
'Georgia Tech, Atlanta. has arriv-
ed in Fulton to spend the holdi-
days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Wilson on Second
street.
Miss Peggy Scott, a student of
Advertising Art School. Nash-
ville. is spending her Christmas
vacation with her mother,. Mrs.
Ruth Scott.
Otha Linton of Murray Col-
lege arrived to spend the holi-




Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Palmer
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312 Lake St. Fulton
week for Philadelphia to spend
Christmas with his brother, Yew-
ell Palmer and family.
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Jones and
children of Lexington, Ky., have
arrived in Fulton to spend the
holidays with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Alexander.
Miss Barbara Rose Colley of
Florida Christian College, Tam
pa, Fla., will spend the holiday, f[zz'[4s.g.f.z-',‘r,+grnirgf-4':ungrAgs[gr[gsni[szfzfus-i: [grwe'cr.zr:Lusgslics.,:si.e
wit hher parents, Mr..and Mr..
Doran Colley east of town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mullins
and little daughter of Lexington,
Ky., are spendng the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Mullins on Fourth street.
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May all the wonderful things
that go with Christmas be
yours in the fullest abundance
this ear.
Frem all of us
here co all of you—a
mcst happy holiday.
KING MOTOR COMPANY
Chrysler - Plymouth Dealer
Friday, December 23, 1949
Eln CA22
For Fine Liquors
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
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* C H RI STMAS IS H ERE!
WE WISH FOR YOU AND
YOUR LOVED ONES THE
BEST THAT THIS HAPPY
SE" ̀.-01 CAN BRING ...
SMALLMAN ,ShOP
Main and Olive Street
Fulton
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Embossed in shiny translucent
plastic, these merry faces are
• lighted with 25- or 40-watt bulbs.
If you're looking for something
new In Christmas decorations,
you won't want to miss the new
life-like plastic Santa faces.
These illuminated faces, print-
ed in 'full natural color, are id-
eal for outdoor use on doorways,









The candles are buris
\\, nig low tor 1949 but
the brigt.: and cheerful
dawn of a New Year is




4th and Lake St.
According to General Electric
lighting specialists who are con-
stantly on the alert for new
lighting ideas, these illuminated




Two suggestions which Genera
Electric lighting specialists find
popular with farm families who
want to spread the Christmas
spirit beyond the confines of the
house are sketched above.
The lofty silo or broad end of
the barn offer an ideal back-
ground holiday lighting.
Made from materials which are
usually plentiful on most farms,








e join with all your other
friends of this community to extend
to you a very sincere wish that this
Yuletide season may enrich your life
with its spirit of friendliness and beauty.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
-7Pri '.,13C.7342;11110W-tn. ..... —
PAUL MILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Phone l :314 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
nolsimmymmnaannnYonnm,...:mmommlommmmmmnmrsnnii,
The Fulton County News, FUlton, Kentucky
these decorations will provide
hours of joy for the farm family
and neighbors throughout the
holiday season. In fact.: m
any
young people enjoy doing these
unusual holiday decorations
themselves.
To construct the giant silo
candle, use three-foot chicken
wire and mount it to the silo as
indicated by the shaded area on
the drawing.
Next, arrange strings of lights
on 8- to 12-inch centers to form
the outline of a candle. Use yel-
low or orange bulbs for the
flame. Outline the holder with
bulbs and use an old wagon
wheel festooned with colored
lamps for the handle. Notice how
the wiring is carried to the top
of the silo and through the small
window to an electrical outlet
Evergreen boughs cut from a
nearby woods can be woven into
the chicken wire to complete the
arrangement.
Another decorating hint is the
giant star (also made of chicken
wire) twined with colored out-
door lights and mounted on the
side of the barn where it may be
viewed from the house or road-
way.
nack, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Hitchcock also oi Karnack will
spend Christmas Day with the
Grahams at their home in High-
lands. •
Friday, December 23, 1949
University, Nashville, is spend-1 Guy Duley has returned frarniill in Haws
 Hospital.
ing his Christmas vacation with ; a busine
ss trip to Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Pickering
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon . I visited Fred Carden Sunday at
Browder on Walnut street. Poyner DeMyer remains quite I the I. C. Hospital in Paducah.
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Miss Mary Lee Haws of Florida it
Southern College, Lakeland, hag w
arrived home to spend the Christ- w
mas holidays wth her mother, v
hi. W. Haws in Highlands. V
V





















gueats, their daughter, Mrs. Rich- She la reading the agele
ss Clement
l ard 1.1 itcheock. Mr. Hitch- Moore clas
sic " 'Twas the Night
cock and little claughtax, Dianne Before Chri
stmas." And not a 7,!
who will arrive Friday from Knr- creature
 is stirring.
OLD, OLD STORY . . U teacher
could get this kind of attention as
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham she lectures on the three Et's,
will have as their Christmas she'd have a room full of geniuses.
PERSONALS
The near-sacred hush of late Christmas Eve is 0 precious
thing brimming with thp promTse of a glorious day to follow
KRAMER LUMBER Company
Phone 96 Walnut Street Fulton
- •
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BUT NOT IN THE WARMTH
of our
19
to You - arid YOU - AND YOU
9
Since 1898 our holiday greeting ham contained all the wealth
of sincerity that our hearts could give. In this, our 51st year,
want to repeat, that for you we wish a merry, merry Christ-
mas and a most bountiful 1950.
FULTON ICE Co.
BOBBY SNOW, Mgr.
FRANK BEALDES MRS. R. H. WADE BOB WHITE
gbt gg Of gg „,„, gg gg gg gig fig gig fig grgat gag ft Kg tqg wax an Mgt IV Mt Milt SIC OK WI SIC ...





























DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards





• • • •
-• • . In tke same cheery manner.•
the words "Melly Christ-
mas" come to you with our
hope that all the season's
happiness and joy be yours.
BRADY BROTHERS GAUGE
West State Line Fulton -




The greens wilich are used for
'Christmas decorations found tIleir
way into early festivities because
if certain virtues attributed to them
iy the ancients. and many of them
which adorned pagan seasonal rites
were later taken over to grace the
:teremonies and celebrations of
Christmas Day.
In both England and America,
:he holly and the mistletoe are as-
3ociated with Christmas as invari-
ably as are the plum ;Lidding and
Christmas tree.
It was the Druids vitho first used
the mistletoe. "Ileal-all" was their
name for it. The plant was supposed
to have curative values, and grad-
ually they assigned to it all man-
ner of magic powers. -
Their priests, each year around
the time when we now celebrate
Christmas, would have high plat-
forms built around the sacred oak
trees which, in a manner of speak-
ing, were "hosts" to the mistle-
toe. Robed in ceremonial vestments
of white, they ascended these plat-
forms, and with golden sickles espe
ciallyiimade for the solemn occasion
they cut away the mistletoe.
The Saxons also prized it and it
was they who gave to it the name
of mistletoe.
Eventually the green came to be
regarded as a symbol of peace.
Opposing warriors who met near
it would call a truce, and it was
customary to hang it over the en-
trance doors so that they who en-
tered might be assured of friend-
ship.
AND I WANT ... This is a candid
camera shot of a little girl being
interviewed by a genial Santa on
the subject of her desires in the
line of Christmas presents. The
rapt expression on her face is
typical of small girl-and-boyhood
when a lovely crisis like this pre-
sents itself.
On Christmas
While the litter from Christmas
packages is stW about, be partic
ularly careful of smoking. Hoi
ashes dropped on tissue paper or a
carelessly-tossed match could re.
.sult in tragedy.
• • •
December 25 was decreed as tht
date of Christ's nativity by thi
Roman erhperor Julian who begaa
his reign as a Christian, but re
verted to paganism before hit
death.
PERSONALS
Miss Helen King of Bowling
Green, Ky., will spend the holi-
days with her father, Percy
King and Mrs. King west of
town.
Mrs. Gertrude Ford Smith and
Mrs. Elizabeth Broome of Union
City were visitors in Fulton last
week.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Roper, who
is attending college in Columbus,
Mo. will spend the holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawson
Roper on West Street.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel and Mrs.
Clarice Thorpe attended the wed-
ding of Miss Betty Connally in
Memphis Monday.
Mrs. E. J. Parsons and Mrs. G.
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"Your Dodge — Plymouth Dealer"




version of the modern Santa Claus,
who in Europe had been known as
St. Nicholas, but never adequately
Personally described." said Dr.
Arlt.
"When the American Clement
Moore described the jolly, rotund
gentleman in minute detail in his
poem " Twas The Night Before
Christmas," he assumed the pro-
portion of living legend and thus
became an integral part of Chris-
tian legend and folklore," the
professor stated.
Santa Claus as Americans knov
Um is a naturalized American citi-
ten, and as such is America's con-
.ribution to the Christmas legend.
rhat's the opinion of Dr. Gustav
D. Arlt of the department of Ger-
manic languages on the Los Ange-
les campus of the University of
C'.alifornia
"The Norwegians who settled muum.14.14.1..;_ux:u54Ammur.46,4mmuricuumuumuummAcamscuncummmmmmmmul.v.






of Paducah were Sunday night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clif
ton at their home, Clifcrest, on
Central Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Smith are
the Christmas guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Leonard Stapp in
Dallas, Texas.














The tide of good a,in is full across the
earth. Our wish is that It flood your heart with




Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
210 Church Street Fulton, K Phone 909
spending the Christmas holidays
in Fulton at their home on Carr
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Snow and
little daughter and Miss Carolyn
Duley of Lexington, Ky., have
arrived in Fulton to spend Christ-
mas with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Duley and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton will
be the holiday guests of her sis-
ter, Mrs. H. J. Jakobe and family
in Bonne Terre, Mo.
J. C. Williams and son, Eddie,
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The Om
neer Pertssaken, undimmed across the centuries, is radiant as ever this
Christmasfrme. Let us all share its warrpfh and h •-ss " -
the Lord that shonP on the shepherds the hills
The Budget Shop













The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky Friday, 
December 23, 1949
I JOAN McCOLLUMHONORED WITHCOCA-COLA PARTY. The first of a series of pre-
E- nuptial parties complimenting
2 Miss Joan McCollum, bride-elect
E, f Danny McDade Baird, was the
lovely coca-cola party given
Sunday from 3 to 5 o'clock by
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., Mrs.
Stanley Parham and Miss Mar-
jorie Puckett at the Puckett























107 McDowell Phone 33
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CHZIE'S-RTRI\A
MAY THE JOY




Fione 772 Fulton Plain Street
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The Woman s Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor. PHONE 916
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The house was attractively
decorated with a beautifully
lighted Christmas tree in the
living room adding a yuletide
note to the decorations.
Refreshments of coca-colas,
sandwiehets, cookies and mints
were served from the beautifully
appointed dinning table centered
with a lovely artistic Christmas
scene with lighted tapers casting
a soft glow over the scene.
The attractive honoree wore
a trousseau model of black and
white faile with black accessories
and a corsage of white carna-
tions, a gift of the hostesses.
The guests list included Mes-
dames: C. C. McCollum, Horton
Baird, Felix Gossum, Sr., Mel
Simons, Carl Puckett Sr., Jack
Moore, Ed Engle, Charles Browd-
er, Carl Puckett, Jr., Gay Prath-
er, Wooldand Mills, Erl Sensing,
Stanley Jones, C. D. Jones, Tol-
bert Dallas, and Misses Barbara
Homra, Jane Shelby, Barbara
Roberts, Aline „and Kathleen
table, with each place markedRust, Lois Mobley. Invited guests
who couldn't come were: Mes_ with attractive Santa Claus place
cards and centered with artisticdames Billy Blackstone, Charles
Thamas, Jasper Vowell, Wick
Smith, Billy Gene Sanford and
Misses Lois Jean Hindman, Mary
Lee Haws, Marilee Beadles,
gy Scott.
sent.
Mrs. J. W. Elledge gave the
devotional after which Mrs. J. H.
Patterson gave a book review
,̀ The Anniversary" which was
enjoyed by all present.
The group sang "Joy to the
World." Mrs. R. B. Allen, teacher
of the class, was given a gift of
china in her chosen pattern, and
Mrs. Patterson was given a guest
gift.
Instead of the members ex-
changing gifts, they brought gifts
for the needy.
The hostesses, Mesdames T. T.
Boaz, Tan Hart, Charles Cook,
Paul DeMyer, T. B. Neely and
J. W. Chenaie served a delicious
dessert plate.




The Y. M. C. U. of the First
Baptist Church had a Christmas
party Friday night at the church.
Games and contests were en-
joyed during the evening and
gifts were exchanged.
One of the highlights or the
program was a recorded Christ-
mas story "The Little One" nar-
rated by Bing Crosby.
Those attending were; Rev.
and Mrs. L. D. Ferrell and chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Buel Carlisle,
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKendree
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
Heitcock, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Pugh and daughter, Lynn, Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Rushton, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Shaw and
children, Mr. and Mrs. James
Green an-i family, Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Bizz1e, Mr. and Mrs, Joe





The Ruth Allen Class of the
First Baptist Church enjoyed a
Christmas party Monday evening
at the church. Forty three mem-




The members of the Thursday
night bridge club enjoyed a love-
ly progressive dinner and Christ-
mas party Thursday evening at
6:30 o'clock.
The main course of the dinner,
turkey with all the trimmings,
was served at the home of Miss
Ann Godfrey on Jefferson street.
The house was beautifully dec-
orated throughout in keeping
with the holiday season. The
mantle had a beautiful arrange-
ment of greenery interspersed
with bubble lights and other
Christmas ornaments.
Covers were laid for 14 at th2
beautifully appointed dining
arrangement of silvered ivy and
balls with lighted red and green
tapers in crystal holders. At each
place there were favors of minia-
hire corsages of greenery With a
tiny colored ornament.
The salad course was served
at the home of Mrs. Clyde Hill
in the Country Club Court.
Guests were seated at card tables
centered with a white lighted
candle. A cranberry salad in the
form of a star centered with a
tiny lighted candle tied with red
ribbon was served. -
A delicious dessert, fruit cake
topped with whip cream, coffee,
mints and nuts was served at the
home of Miss Mary Homra on
Norman street. Card tables were
arranged in the dining room
with attarctively place cards
marking etch place.
Following the last course, gifts
were exchanged from the beauti-
fully lighted Christmas tree.
Members attending were Mes-
dames: J. A. Poe, Joe Treas, Fred
Hornra, Margon Omar, J. L.
Jones, Jr., Parks Weaks, Cldye
Hill, Vyron Mitchell, Clyde Will-
iams, Jr., Thomas Mahan, Stanley
'ones and Misses Mary Homra,




The Sarah Dean Class of the
First Christian Church met in the
home of Mrs. Jake Huddleston
Monday afternoon for its regular

























Few experiences surpass tn beauty that hush- of
wondetful\expectang that falls
over the home on Christmas eve. This season
of /949 holds that in store for you.
FULTON HATCHERY
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patterson
WONIMPOMMWMX7OMMMMMM70,0MMMMWROMIOWWW70,
Mrs. Fred Brady and Mrs. Clara I
Caldwell were co-hostesses.
Mrs. Huff called the meeting to
order and Mrs. Jess Nichols led
in prayer.
A short business session was
held followed by silent prayer in
tribute to Mrs. J. L. Buckingham
and Mrs. Laura Browder.
An impressive Christmas pro-
gram was given consisting of a
prayer poem, by Mrs. Perry L.
Stone, a Christmas story, "Henri-
ettas Doll" by Mrs. W. I. Shupe
and Mrs. Wilmon Boyd read "The
Littlest Angel." The highlights of
the program was a Christmas
greeting in the form of a poem,
composed by Mrs. Harry Murphy,
the teacher of the class.
fter the program games and
contests were enjoyed with Mrs.
W. R. Craddock and Mrs. J. R.
Holland awarded the prizes.
A lovely party plate was ser-
ed. The dining table was centered
with a white Christmas tree with
red ribbon bows.
Following the refreshments
Santa arrived and distributed the
g:fts to each one from a pretty
decorated Christmas tree encir-
cled with tiny red candles in
tiny candle holders. The after-
noon was enjoyed by all present.
Miss Katherine Taylor of Car-
ruthersville, Mo., and Miss Lena
Evelyn Taylor of Baton Rouge,
La., arrived this week to spend
Christmas with their mother,
Mrs. Lynn Taylor.
EARLE HOTEL









William Henry Harrison, n nth
president of the U. S. served the
shortes term. He died 31 days af-
ter his inauguration.
The first regular air mail ser-
vice in the U. S. began May 15,








Here's bow bope for the hard of bear-
ing. Thousands have discovered rho
• &hoot bearing aid restores tbeas to
normal business and social life
helps them bear clearly again "Adams
strain. The tiny one-unit Beltone is so
easy to wear. No separate battery
pack. No dangling battery wires,
Unsurpassed for power and clarity:
No Button
in the Ear
Hide pour dodos. leah the
lieltooe Phantomold.
People won't notice sot.
wear • besting aid. Mail
coapoe iodav for Pan






Mall us your battery orders
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration.
NO COST — NO OBLIGATION
O. A. Roland
Pnone 4948 2031 Jefferson
Paducah, Ry.
FREE BOOK MAIL COUPON
1 Beltone Hearing Service
Box 727. Ppducah, Hy. I
Nesse *sod Olt .tluehle FREE Booklet









Our 1950 Christmas aub
lla How Openn
YOU MAY JOIN ANYTIME
SAVE THE EASY WAY ... a little each week, and have money
for gifts next year! Choose any of these plans:
Deposit 25c weekly you receive $12.50
Deposit 50c weekly  you receive $25.00
Deposit $1.00 weekly  you receive $50.00
Deposit $2.00 weekly  you receive $100.00
Deposit $3.00 weekly  you receive $150.00
Deposit $5.00 weekly you receive $250.00
AN IDEAL GIFT FOR YOUNG FOLKS
Teach them the habit of thrift . . . come in today
start a small club with a few payments, and turn
the book over to them on Christmas to continue
through the year.
FULTON BANK
Safety — Service — Satisfaction
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